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.  Two brothers. One dream. 
Antonio Daniels is living It 
His brother Chris has the best seat in the house. 
A brother's dream 
By SCOTT BROWN 
TheBC News 
Antonio Daniels drives to the basket, 
fearless and undaunted. He slams the 
ball through the hoop, and the rafters at 
Anderson Arena creak as thunderous 
applause rains down. 
No doubt that Chris Daniels' applause 
is amongst the shower. 
What the fans see Is Antonio Daniels, 
basketball player, Antonio Daniels, 
NBA prospect. But his teammates and 
family know the rest of the story. 
They know Antonio Daniels, little 
brother, and that everything about the 
player and the man begins with Chris. 
The last time the Daniels brothers 
spoke, (luring the first week of Febru- 
ary 1996, they were excited about Chris' 
opportunity to see Antonio play against 
nationally-ranked Eastern Michigan on 
Valentine's Day. 
Chris, the starting center at the Uni- 
versity of Dayton, never made it to that 
game. He passed away the morning of 
Feb. 8, only a senior in college. 
Tomorrow, as the Falcons host Akron, 
marks the one-year anniversary of his 
death. 
In Antonio's mind, Chris was still 
there last year to see the BG point 
guard score the winning bucket and 
defeat EMU. Chris was also there two 
Chris Daniels, as pictured his senior 
season at the University of Dayton. 
"I talk to him every night 
before I go to bed. I'm a 
big believer in God, and 
now I guess I'm a big 
believer in two gods 
because he is like my 
other one." 
Antonio Daniels 
of his late brother Chris 
■ Phoenix scout Al Biancho thinks Dan- 
iels has a "great shot" at an NBA career, 
as does BC head coach Jim Larranaga. 
Story, page five. 
■ What other college coaches and 
players from around the nation think of 
BC's point guard. Chart, page five. 
weeks ago when Antonio scored 66 
points in consecutive games, the most 
by a Bowling Green player in 22 years. 
And Chris will most assuredly be 
there next year, when kid brother An- 
tonio embarks on an NBA career. 
"He will never leave my memory," 
said Antonio, a senior elementary edu- 
cation major. 
"I talk to him every night before I go 
to bed," he continued, speaking can- 
didly In a recent interview. "I'm a big 
believer in God, and now I guess I'm a 
big believer In two Gods because he Is 
like my other one." 
Many consider Daniels the best 
player to wear a Bowling Green uni- 
form in at least the last 25 years, if not 
ever. He has emerged as a leading can- 
didate for Mid-American Conference 
Player of the Year and Is one of the na- 
tion's top collegiate prospects at point 
guard. 
As he deals with the death of his 
brother, Daniels keeps basketball In 
perspective. But the game was the es- 
sence of the brothers' relationship, and 
even amidst the tragedy Antonio la on 
the verge of realizing the dream they 
shared in elementary school: an NBA 
career. 
"I think the tragedy of Chris' passing 
made him more determined and more 
BG Ntwt Pkd* by DM| Kkraaanky 
Antonio Daniels wears this red Dayton Flyers shirt often, in tribute to his brother 
Chris. The shirt is just one of a number of Flyers memorabilia that Antonio keeps in 
honor of his late brother. 
focused on doing the things he had 
dreamt about doing," said Jim Larran- 
aga, BG's head basketball coach "Now 
he la trying to live the dream." 
A special relationship 
This   wasnt   an   ordinary   brother- 
brother relationship. When Chris died 
on that February morning, Antonio's 
life changed forever. 
"It changed my attitude toward the 
way I think about life and about the 
game of basketball," he said '.'It makes 








St. Thomas More 
By MAUREEN BARRY 
The BC News  
The Chinese Student and 
Scholars Association and the 
Wood County District Public Li- 
brary will provide opportunities 
for students and residents of 
Bowling Green to celebrate the 
Chinese New Year this Saturday. 
The University's largest inter- 
national student organization, the 
Chinese Student and Scholars 
Association, is hosting a party 
Saturday from 6 to 10 p.m. at St. 
Thomas More University Parish 
Chang Xu, CSSA president, 
said the party will include song, 
dance, and Chinese games. More 
than 25 Chinese dishes will be 
served. 
Traditional New Year's Eve 
gatherings In China include a 
feast, according to CSSA vice 
president, Bu Huang. 
The first day of the year, which 
falls on Feb. 7 this year, changes 
according to the beginning of the 
lunar calendar every year, Xu 
said 
Huang said a fifteen-day 
Spring Festival, which is cele- 
brated with light festivals and 
fireworks, occurs along with the 
celebration of the New Year. 
"This association provides a 
place for us to get together to 
celebrate our traditions," Huang 
said. 
It is important for the mem- 
bers of the association to share 
their culture, according to 
Huang. 
"We want people to get a flavor 
of Chinese culture," she said. 
Tickets to the event are sold 
out. 
A program offered at the Wood 
County Library Saturday for 
children over age 5 will provide 
the opportunity to experience a 
different culture, according to 
Victoria Rule, children's room 
assistant 
"The children's room philoso- 
phy Is to integrate lifestyles," 
Rule said. 
The children will watch a video 
displaying the traditions of 
Chinese families such as the dra- 
gon dance In which children par- 
ticipate, Rule said 
The   library's   large   papler- 
• See CHINESE, page three. 
Research distribution could be improved 
By VINCE GUERRIERI 
The BC News  
The dean of libraries and learn- 
ing services presented a new and 
radical Idea to gain access to 
scholarly research to the College 
of Arts * Sciences Thursday. 
Linda Dobb, In her presen- 
tation "The Future Is Now," said 
that for research to be published 
In a Journal, the author must give 
up copyrights to the Journal, 
making the article the property 
of the Journal. With the role of li- 
braries changing in this "digital 
age" and libraries buying less 
Journals, Dobb said it Is harder to 
disseminate information. 
Dobb called on scholars to 
reserve copyright to allow for 
freer distribution of published 
research Reserving copyright 
would allow faculty members to 
freely reproduce their research 
'If states and scholars stand 
together, we could create a much 
better access system for stu- 
dents," Dobb said. 
Dobb noted that although the 
number of Journals dedicated to 
publishing research has in- 
creased by ISO percent In the last 
ten years, the number of Journals 
purchased by libraries has de- 
creased by 50 percent In the 
same time due to the increasing 
expense of buying Journals. 
"The price Is going up astron- 
omically," Dobb said "If we 
don't think radically, the only so- 








of   the   audl- 
Dobb 
"Costs of serials are eating libraries alive. 
It's impossible for libraries to continue to 




of the comput- 
er science department, said he 
likes the idea and notes that 
within the Association of Com- 
puting Machinery, the publisher 
for the department, the pub- 
lishers have rights of ownership, 
but there is free dissemination of 
Information. 
'It's a nice idea," Lancaster 
said "I wish it would catch on In 
other disciplines." 
Donald Nieman, chairman of 
the history department, said he 
has not had a problem gaining 
access to his published works, 
but can understand the need to 
have freer access to Journals. 
"Costs of serials are eating U- 
bmriea alive," Nieman said "It's 
impossible for libraries to con- 
tinue to afford them." 
During the presentation, Dobb 
also outlined the various recent 
developments in the library, In- 
cluding the Institute for Great 
Lakes Research returning to Jer- 
ome library; the new Northwest 
Ohio Regional Book Depository 
In Perrysburg, and the Jerome 
Bookshop. 
Dobb also hinted at upcoming 
events, including a bookslgning 
appearance by U.S. Representa- 
tive Marcy Kaptur, tentatively 
scheduled for March 7, and a 
30th Anniversary Gala scheduled 
for April 18, to coincide with 
National Library W-jek. 
I I 
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If you would like to submit a Letter to the 
Editor, please follow these guidelines: 
• Make sort the letter b 500 words or lea. 
Please include your address, major, aca- 
demic class and phone number (phone 
numbers are strictly far verification and 
not for ptibHcatioa). 
• letters must be typed, and not handwrit- 
ten. Letters brought In saved on a 
Macintosh-compatible disk are pre- 
ferred. 
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hal, 
or e-mail us at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Be prepared In show valid Identification. 
• Space limitations may prevent The BG 
News from printing all letters received. 
The BG News reserves the right to edit 
any and aO letters. 
Copyright © 1997. The BG News. Bowling 
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this 
publication without the permission of The BG News 
is strictly prohibited. 
The BG News is an independent publication 
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the 
academic year and week'y during the summer se- 
mester. 
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to 
the editor are not necessarily those of the student 
body, faculty. University administration or The BG 
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the 
Spring 1997 BG News staff 
The BG News encourages its readers to notify 
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph 
descriptions. 
TOM MATHER 
Tom wonders about life's ironies 
Irony. 
1-ron-y. 
Why I. Ron. why I? 
As a lowly sixth grader at 
Centennial Middle School, my 
reading teacher dared to question 
my knowledge of the meaning of 
"Irony." We were supposed write 
down the words that we didn't 
understand In the story we were 
reading. You know, things like 
"conflagration," "hygiene" and 
"woman." I omitted "Irony" from 
my list. 
"But Tom. can you tell me what 
It means?" 
"It's you know. Ironic. Like when 
something weird happens." 
"You'd better Just write it down." 
I bring this up because If you look 
up Irony In the dictionary, you will 
And the following definitions: 
1. Unexpected event or situation 
In the life of Tom Mather, usually 
humorous to anyone not directly 
Involved with Tom. and to some 
people who are. 
2. Unexpected event or situa- 
tion In the life of someone other 
than Tom Mather, directly caused 
by close relations with, or being In 
the vicinity of. Tom Mather. 
see also: curses, incredible coinci- 
dences and things you are glad 
did not happen to you. 
Case In point. The only movie 
my friends and 1 really wanted to 
see last Christmas was "Jerry 
Magulre." We bought tickets early, 
and we arrived early to prepare 
ourselves for the movie event of 
the season. 
But the movie gods thought, 
"We can't really let Tom and his 
friends see this movie can we?" 
So, about an hour Into the 
movie. I lost my hearing. I had 
gone deaf. Completely deaf. My 
friends had become completely 
deaf also. In fact, the only 
noises we could hear was 
ourselves talking. 
"Walt a minute. 1 can hear 
you. You can hear me. Maybe 
we're not deaf." 
"But we can't hear the 
movie." 
It suddenly dawned on my 
friends and I that we weren't 
deaf, the movie was silent. AND 
THERE WEREN'T ANY SUB- 
TITLES. 
It was official. In the compli- 
cated world of movie lingo. 
"something was wrong." 
To make a long story short, we 
ended up leaving and getting 
our money back. The worst 
feeling was not knowing the 
ending. 
Like underwear on a clothes 
line, we were left up In the air. 
We went again the next night, 
but It wasn't the same. 
Flash forward. Last weekend, 
my friends and I eagerly antici- 
pated the re-release of Star 
Wars. Two of my friends are 
huge Star Wars fans. They've 
got all the toys, the videos and 
the action figures . One of their 
girlfriend's names Is actually Leah. 
The other one's Is Darth Vader. 
They bought tickets at 2:30 p.m. 
for the 9:40 show. We went to 
Toledo this time. In part because 
we thought they would have a 
better sound system, one that 
would not break. We were right. 
Several other friends of ours 
had gone to the 7:30 show. We 
went to the later showing because 
we thought, "What does it matter?" 
We sat mezmerized through an 
hour and a half of great special 
effects, new scenes, and bad hair. 
Right at the climax of the movie, 
when Obi-Wan Kenobl fights Darth 
Vader to the death, the screen 
turned black. In a situation such 
as this. I'm sure everyone shared 
my thoughts. 
"Wow. They never had a close 
up on Darth Vader's cape before." 
Time elapsed.  Eventually each 
person figured out the truth for 
themselves. 
"Walt a minute. That's not his 
cape...It's his helmet! Yeah." 
Sadly. In reality the projector 
was broken. All around us we 
could hear one of the greatest 
movie fight scenes of all time, but 
we could not see It. They say In 
times of despair, truly great people 
do truly great things.  In our 
theater, we had such a person. 
(Abraham-Lincoln. Sitting In front 
of me. That hat is HUGE.) This 
person had a laser pointer, and 
what ever wall or object he 
pointed It at. a red dot ap- 
peared. 
This truly great person 
pointed the laser at the screen, 
and moved the dot around as If 
it was one of the swords. People 
started cheering and clapping. 
Others got up. and walked to 
the front of theater. Nervously at 
first, and then with confidence, 
they began to act out the rest of 
Star Wars. 
What, are you nuts? That 
would never happen. We Just sat 
dejectedly In our seats, feeling 
sorry for ourselves. Some of us 
still refused to accept it. 
"I can't believe this. When 
they said they were going to add 
fifteen minutes of footage. I 
didn't know they were going to 
take out the ending." 
In the end we received free 
passes, and I watched the 
ending on video. All the time 
repeating. "And I don't know 
what irony means? Sure." 
So. if you're a sixth grade 
student, and you can't think of 
an example of Irony, here's one 
free of charge: It's when you hit 
on a princess who's really hot. 
and then later you find out she's 
your sister. 
It would be extra ironic if we 
suggested you e-mail Tom at 
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu or write 
him at 210 West Hall every 
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MIKE WENDLING 
Why are you attending college? 
A friend of mine told me a story 
the other day. He was sitting In 
economics class, and the professor, 
wandering from one subject to the 
next, struck on the topic of why 
students go to college. 
"How many of you." she asked, 
"are here to 'Improve your human 
capital', that Is. to get a Job?" 
The vast majority of the stu- 
dents In the lecture hall raised 
their hands. The professor then 
posed the opposite question: 
"How many of you are here to 
improve yourselves, or to learn?" 
By my friend's account, three or 
four people raised their hands. 
Their classmates looked at them 
like they had Just delared thelr 
alleglance to the planet Mars. 
Some students began laughing. 
My frelnd. one of the brave ones 
who raised their hands, was In 
shock. 
"Mike." he told me. "I knew that 
it was like this at BG, I Just didn't 
know that It was this bad.' 
I would not give this rather 
limited example If I did not believe 
that It could be applied to the 
entire University. On the whole, 
self-Improvement, a desire for 
enlightenment and plain old 
learning are Just not priorities for 
BGSU students. 
This Is understandable. The 
economy Is not all that healthy. 
Jobs are very competitive. Yet, 
at the same time, those who 
simply are here to get a degree 
need to seriously examine thelr 
Uves. 
First of all, BGSU Is not the 
place to come to start a wildly 
successful career In the busi- 
ness world. Very few BGSU 
graduates land $100,000 a year 
sallies on Wall Street after 
graduation. Why? Because 
those Jobs go to the graduates of 
more prestigious institutions. 
No matter how much Dr. Rlbeau 
wants to make BGSU The 
premier learning Institution In 
Ohio." (It doesn't seem like Gov. 
Volnovich had the same Idea 
when he made out his budget) 
we are still attending a public 
university In a state that doesn't 
care very much about Its public 
universities. This doesn't mean 
that there aren't some really 
great opporiunltes here; It 
simply means that BGSU Is not 
a launching pad to the upper 
class. 
Second, the years you spend 
at college are the freest of your 
life. Where else are you largely 
removed from the burdens of 
adulthood, all the while being free 
of the structure of living under 
childhood rules? 
This Is a time to experiment, 
and why stop at different types of 
mixed drinks? Try new things, and 
see If you like them. It's as plain 
and simple as that. Read a little 
philosophy. Listen to different 
types of music. If you merely hang 
out with the same types of people, 
listen to the same music and go to 
the same two crappy dance clubs 
every weekend to drink the same 
watered-down American beer, you 
might Just as well stay home and 
save a couple of thousand dollars. 
A third reason for evaluating 
your reasons for going to college Is 
to reclaim your own mind. Because 
of the economic and Job pressures 
mentioned above, there's more 
pressure than ever on middle-class 
high school students to pursue 
higher education. How many times 
have you heard from parents, 
teachers and guldence counselors: 
"To get a good Job you have to go 
to college." 
Chances are. you didn't at the 
time have the foresight or thinking 
skills to ask "But why get a good 
Job?" I know I didn't think to ask 
"Why?" Mail, people will answer 
this question by saying "You need 
a good Job to earn a lot of 
money." 
Again, the question can be 
posed: "why?" Why earn 
money? "To buy things." Is the 
most common answer. Things 
that break. Things that need 
more money to maintain. Things 
that, to be produced, use vast 
quantities of natural resources. 
Things that neither love, nor 
provide happiness, nor matter 
at all after you die. 
And thus, we return to our 
original question: "Why go to 
college?" 
This Is a question we all must 
answer by ourselves. And 
answer It we must, or else we 
will have lived our life for things, 
and not for Ideas or for people, 
or for ourselves. 
So I urge you to take a look 
at your reasons for going to 
college, and maybe this week- 
end, look Into Improving your 
self Instead of your "human 
capital." 
Mike Wendling is the News 
Opinion Editor. Questions and 
comments can be sent to 210 
West Hall or mlkewenO 
bgnetbgsu.edu. 
-   .*   s 
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more likely to 
die by gunfire 
7fte Associated Press 
ATLANTA - American young- 
sters are 12 times more likely to 
die by gunfire than their 
counterparts in the rest of the in- 
dustrialized world, the govern- 
ment said Thursday. 
The gun deaths are part of an 
overall surge in murders and 
suicides among the nation's 
youth, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention said. 
"Our children are getting 
killed or killing themselves at 
higher rates than any other coun- 
try," said Dr. Etienne Krug, a 
CDC medical epidemiologist. 
"No child should die a violent 
death in the most industrialized 
country in the world." 
American children are five 
times more likely to be killed 
than those in the rest of the in- 
dustrialized world: The homicide 
rate Is 2.57 out of every 100,000 
children under age IS. That com- 
pares with an overall rate of 0.51 
in the 25 other countries sur- 
veyed, the CDC said. 
Youngsters in the United 
States also are twice as likely to 
commit suicide. The U.S. rate is 
0.55 out of every 100,000 chil- 
dren, compared with 0.27 for the 
rest of the industrialized world. 
And deaths caused by firearms 
amount to 1.66 out of every 
100,000 children in the United 
States, compared with 0.14 in the 
other nations. 
"We are a more violent soci- 
ety," said Holly Richardson, a 
spokeswoman for the Washing- 
ton-based Handgun Control Inc. 
"When you add firearms, which 
are by far the most lethal means 
of injury, what you're going to 
see Is an increase In death rates." 
From 1950 to 1993, murder 
rates have tripled and suicide 
rates have quadrupled amreig 
U.S. children under age 15, the 
CDC said. In 1950,0.8 per 100,000 
U.S. children under 15 were 
killed, compared with 2.57 in 
1993. And the suicide rate was 0.2 
per 100,000 children In 1950, 
compared with 0.9 per 100,000 in 
1993. 
Buried Treasure 
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BC NIWI pk«> by Claa Flcmlai 
Four-year-old T.J. Telles stops in front of West Hall to check out the holes left by the campus squir- 
rels where they buried their nuts. 
"Kindness" lands 
woman in the clink 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - A woman who 
was arrested and handcuffed 
after feeding two parking meters 
for other people was convicted of 
one misdemeanor charge Thurs- 
day and acquitted of another. 
Supporters had praised Sylvia 
Stayton's random act of kindness 
of plunking a nickel Into one 
parking meter and a dime in an- 
other along a city street Oct. 24. 
But city prosecutors said she 
wrongly challenged the police 
officer who was about to write 
two overtime parking citations. 
The Jury deliberated about an 
hour Thursday before finding 
Mrs. Stayton guilty of obstruct- 
ing official business. The jurors 
acquitted her of the charge of 
disorderly conduct. 
Earlier Thursday, Mrs. Stayton 
testified that the police officer 
bad lied in his testimony about 
her arrest. 
"Overall, I feel it's a shame 
that someone has to resort to be- 
ing untruthful to keep his Job," 
she told reporters after the ver- 
dict 
Mrs. Stayton, 63, faces up to 90 
days in Jail and a $750 fine when 
she is sentenced Feb. 21. The 
maximum penalty for both mis- 
demeanors would have been four 
months in Jail and $1,000 in fines. 
Ernest McAdams Jr., a city 
prosecutor, told reporters he 
' would be satisfied with a fine. 
"She pretty much admitted 
what she did," McAdams said. "I 
don't think this case was about 
the police." 
Defense lawyer David Scac- 
chetti said he was stunned by the 
verdict. Scacchettl said he would 
consult with Mrs. Stayton about 
an appeal of the obstructing con- 
viction. 
"I don't think this is over," 
Scacchettl said. 
McAdams said he thought the 
nationwide news media interest 
In the case helped spur Mrs. 
Stayton to take it to trial, rather 
than settle It earlier. 
"I could have pleaded out, but I 
didn't think it was the right thing 
to do," Mrs. Stayton said. "I tried 
to do what I thought was the right 
thing." 
Mrs. Stayton "had no agenda 
with that police officer," Scac- 
chettl told the Hamilton County 
Municipal Court Jury in his clos- 
ing statement 
"She was doing a good deed, a 
random act of kindness. Sylvia 
Stayton should be congratulated 
for her act, not punished." 
Federal spending benefits programs 
7he Associated Press  
WASHINGTON, D.C.- Though 
billed as a step toward lower 
overall federal spending, the 
$1.69 trillion spending request 
President Clinton sent to Con- 
gress on Thursday didn't dent 
many popular Ohio programs. 
Clinton asked for extra money 
for building roads in Appalachia 
and for NASA Lewis Research 
Center. 
His blueprint also would give 
Ohio a veterans' cemetery south 
of Cleveland and nearly steady 
levels of funding for nuclear 
weapons plant cleanup. Among 
possible losses for the state: clo- 
sure of an unspecified number of 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
field offices. 
None of  that  Is  guaranteed, 
though. 
The budget was the adminis- 
tration's opening offer In what 
normally Involves months of ne- 
gotiation with Congress, and dis- 
putes over one large segment be- 
gan even before the document 
was released. 
Ohio's George Voinovich and 
other Republican governors 
strongly oppose Clinton's ap- 
proach to containing the growth 
of Medicaid, and used a Monday 
meeting at the White House to 
tell the president of their dis- 
pleasure. 
Clinton suggested shrinking 
the health insurance program for 
the poor by $9 billion in part by 
capping the amount spent on 
each recipient. Voinovich said he 
wants no caps. 
Also In a precarious political 
15-year-old boy arrested 
for destruction of clinic 
The Associated Press 
TULSA, Okla. - Federal agents 
arrested a 15-year-old boy 
Thursday on charges he bombed 
and shot up an abortion clinic in a 
series of attacks that started on 
New Year's Day. 
The boy, whose name was not 
released, faces charges of using 
an explosive device and a 
firearm to damage a building, 
U.S. Attorney Steve Lewis said. 
Lewis gave no motive for the 
attacks at the Reproductive Ser- 
vices clinic in Tulsa. 
KOTV-TV and radio station 
KRMG reported that hand gren- 
ades and other weapons were 
discovered in the youngster's 
house in suburban Bixby. Au- 
thorities wouldn't comment on 
any evidence found. 
The clinic was firebombed on 
"No decision has 
been made regarding 
whether there would 
be a request to try the 




New Year's Day, then hit with 
two unidentified explosive de- 
vices on Jan. 19. On Sunday, 
someone broke in and shot up 
medical equipment No one was 
injured in any of the attacks. 
The search of the boy's house 
Thursday morning was prompted 
by a tip that came in from a cal- 
ler after the FBI Issued a sketch 
and two enhanced Images of a 
suspect in the break-In. Au- 
thorities wouldn't say where the 
images came from. 
"No decision has been made 
regarding whether there would 
be a request to try the young man 
as an adult," Lewis said. 
Sherri Finik, executive direc- 
tor of the clinic, said she was 
grateful for the arrest. 
"It's just a wonderful sense of 
safety and security," Ms. Finik 
said. 'Tor the first time In 
months really I felt that I can go 
home and not be worried about 
what's going to happen to the 
clinic when I'm not here." 
Sale M packs for $4*98 
(Thursday-Sunday) 
Coca-Cola will be providing 
Free sampling of 
The Fully Loaded Citrus Soda 
from Coca-Cola 
Saturday: Live radio remote 11 am-1pm 
Chugging contests 11am-4 pm 
T-shirt give - aways 
WAL  MART 
position was the Appalachian 
Regional Commission's road 
program. House Budget Commit- 
tee Chairman John Kasich, R-O- 
hio, put It on his short list of 
spending the nation can live 
without, even though his home 
state is among the beneficiaries. 
The program has made possi- 
ble construction of about 2,300 
miles of highway, including 153 
miles of Ohio's state Route 32 and 
U.S. 23. 
Both routes have uncompleted 
sections, but there was no way to 
tell from the administration's 
budget documents whether Clin- 
ton's $290 million spending 
request would take care of Ohicx's 
missing links. 
That proposal represented an 
Increase over current spending, 
which this year is $140 million, 
and a change of approach: Clin- 
ton suggested dipping into fed- 
eral gasoline tax dollars for the 
first time. 
One unambiguous boost for 
Ohio was in the budget request 
for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, which 
sought nearly $50 million more 
next year for the Lewis Center. 
The Cleveland center this year 
received $62154 million. For 
next year, NASA asked Congress 
for $6715 million for the center, 
which does research on propul- 
sion, spacecraft power and satel- 
lite communication. It's played a 
role in such things as the power 
systems for the Mars Pathfinder 
and rover. 
"Lewis Research Center is se- 
cure in this budget and there's 
room   for  growth,"  said   Rep. 
Dennis Kucinich, D-Ohio, a 
freshman who demonstrated the 
center's priority by making 
NASA his first stop after being 
sworn in last month. 
Kucinich said he's met with 
White House officials and Clin- 
ton administration technology 
advisers about the center, and 
"there seems to be agreement 
that Cleveland is well positioned 
to be a leader in technology 
transfer, public-private partner- 
ships and aerospace," he said. 
"This great resource is a benefit 
to all of Ohio." 
Another boost in Clinton's bud- 
get would benefit the western 
side of the state. 
Rep. Paul Gillmor, R-Ohio, said 
he worried that Washington 
headquarters wouldn't be cut as 
much as the local farm offices. 
CHINESE 
Continued from page one. 
mache dragon head will allow the 
children attending the program 
to perform a dragon dance them- 
selves. 
Rule said children in China are 
often given gifts of money-filled 
envelopes for the New Year. To 
show children that many aspects 
of the holiday, such as gift- 
giving, are similar to the celebra- 
tion of holidays in this country, 
tne children will receive enve- 
lopes with coins inside, much like 
the children in China receive. 
•■Familiarity is the key to the 
acceptance of diversity," Rule 
said. In addition to these activi- 
ties, the children will also learn 
how to use chopsticks and view a 
photo essay to further experi- 
ence Chinese culture, according 
to Rule. 
Rule said the materials are al- 
ways displayed at the library to 
continue encouragement of 
learning about different cul- 
tures. 
Around Bowling Green 
Cedar Point to interview on campus for sum- 
mer jobs 
Cedar Point will be holding Interviews Tuesday, Feb. 11, from 
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the Student Services Building. 
The interviews will be to fill more than 3500 jobs at the 
amusement park. Including hosts and hostesses, lifeguards, 
game attendants and merchandise clerks. The interviews will be 
open to the public, and walk-Ins will be accepted. The park will 
be open daily this summer from May 10 through Labor Day 
Sept.1. 
Women's scholarship applications available 
through March 7 
The Bowling Green Potpourri Chapter of the American Busi- 
ness Women's Association is now accepting applications for the 
25th annual Helen Payne Memorial Scholarship. 
The scholarship is open to women who are residents of Wood 
or Henry County and have completed at least one semester of 
post-secondary education. Scholarships will be awarded on the 
basis of academic achievement, extracurricular activities and 
financial need. 
The deadline to submit applications Is March 7. Applications 
can be picked up around campus. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments 
ilii iiiii lilllllilf tllllalll' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
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BG takes on deprived Akron team 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
It almost doesnt seem fair. 
Akron's women's basketball 
team has lost eight players this 
season. That's double the number 
of wins the squad has. Forgive 
the Bowling Green women if they 
don't shed too many tears. 
The Falcons (9-10. 6S MAC) 
will be looking to push their win- 
ning streak to three games when 
they travel to Akron (4-15, 1-10) 
tomorrow for a Mid-American 
Conference clash. Tip-off is at 3 
pjn. (WFOB-AM). 
The Zips are without a doubt 
the most luckless team in the 
conference. They have lost three 
players to season-ending knee in- 
juries, four players to academic 
ineligibility, one player to disci- 
plinary problems and their head 
coach to resignation. Despite all 
that. Falcon coach Jaci Clark 
does not discount them. 
"Akron is a team that plays 
real hard," Clark said. "They're a 
team that has come close as a 
unit because of some adversity 
they've had. 
"I think they're Just going to 
play to have fun and see what 
they can do," Clark said. "It's 
important that we meet their in- 
tensity and that we come pre- 
pared and ready to play." 
In Bowling Green's previous 
encounter with Akron at Ander- 
son Arena Jan. 13, the Zips 
stayed competitive throughout 
the first half. The Falcons, led by 
sophomore center Jack! Rater- 
man and freshman guard Sherry 
Kahle, pulled away in the second 
period. Clark attributes that to 
the difference in depth between 
the two teams, an advantage 
she's counting on for tomorrow's 
game as well. 
"We can run people in and out 
of the game," Clark said. "If we 
can get minutes from a lot of 
people, I think that's gonna play a 
big factor as the game goes on." 
Akron interim coach Angel 
Donley, at 24, is the youngest 
skipper of a women's team in 
NCAA Division 1-A Her club is 
not without talent. The two 
seniors on the team, forward Kel- 
ley Burner and point guard Mi- 
chelle Chavanne, rank 1-2 in the 
MAC in 3-pointers made per 
game. Burner is also second in 
the league in 3-polnt percentage. 
The two stars are dangerous in 
other ways as well. Chavanne has 
a very quick shot off the dribble, 
and Burrier is a very versatile 
offensive player. She can score 
from outside the arc as well as 
inside the paint. But Clark says if 
her players know who to focus 
on, they'll be able to do the Job. 
"We just need to be aware of 
who their scorers are, and that's 
Burrier and Chavanne," Clark 
said. 
BG expects threat 
Saturday vs. Zips 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BC News  
The days of easy victories 
against the Akron Zips are 
long gone. 
The Zips proved that during 
their first meeting with BG 
this season, an 81-79 overtime 
nail-biter that had every Fal- 
con fan saying their prayers. 
Akron freshman Jlmmal Ball 
missed two free throws at the 
end of regulation that would 
have given the Zips a victory. 
Akron gets a shot at 
redemption Saturday at An- 
derson Arena (1:30 p.m., 
WBGU-FM) against a walking- 
wounded Falcon team. 
"We have to be concerned 
with ourselves first and get- 
ting healthy," Falcon coach 
Jim Larranaga said. "That is 
my top priority right now." 
Anthony Stacey played 
through pain in Wednesday's 
overtime loss to Ball State, 
and other Falcons - notably 
guards DeMar Moore and 
Tony Reid - are less than 100 
percent health-wise. 
All should play, but Stacey's 
subluxated left shoulder ap- 
peared to take its toll much of 
the night and whether he can 
be 100 percent by Saturday is 
in doubt. 
Antonio Daniels is expected 
to play, but may not in honor 
of the one-year anniversary of 
his brother Chris' death Sat- 
urday. Daniels is in Columbus 
today with his family and will 
return for the game. 
Daniels seemed excited 
about playing on Thursday. 
"I'm ready to play," Daniels 
said. "It's one of those things 
where you just want to get 
back out on the court. 
"We'll really be ready this 
time. They took us into over- 
time down there. We know 
they are an improved team. 
We're going to respect them, 
but we're also planning to play 
well." 
The Falcons played a game 
of spurts against the Car- 
dinals, and were never really 
able to get into a consistent 
offensive flow with Stacey's 
touches limited and Jay Lar- 
ranaga in foul trouble from 
the get-go. 
"That hurt us so much be- 
cause Jay does a lot for us," 
Daniels said. "He's such a 
threat whenever he's on the 
floor. Without him, that's a big 
piece gone." 
BG will need he and Daniels 
against the improved Zips, 
who despite a four-game los- 
ing streak have one of the 
most dangerous teams in the 
conference. 
Ball, the phenom who is a 
virtual lock for Freshman of 
the Year honors, averages 17.5 
points per game. 
BG has won seven in a row 
over the Zips, dating back to 
1993. 
Sports Briefs 
Big Ten(nis) weekend 
The Bowling Green men's tennis team will be participating in 
a pair of dual matches this weekend. The Falcons (1-1) are look- 
ing to rebound from a tough loss last weekend at Ohio State. 
BG will be traveling to East Lansing Saturday to do battle with 
the Michigan State Spartans. On Sunday, the Falcons return 
home to take on the Northern IUinios Huskies at Laurel Hill 
Country Club in Toledo. 
Action for both matches is slated to begin at 10 a.m. 
Gymnasts hope 
to keep rolling 
BCNiai PkMo by Gin* Fit mln« 
Sophomore center jacki Ratcrman (34) hauls down a rebound in an 
earlier game while senior Candy Day, left, joins in the fray. Raterman 
will make her third consecutive start at Akron tomorrow. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News 
Fresh off a record perform- 
ance against Kent last week- 
end, the Bowling Green gym- 
nastics team will travel to 
Cape Girardeau, Mo. for the 
Captain Crunch Invitational. 
The Falcons face the daunt- 
ing task of trying to better 
what they did last week. In the 
meet against Kent last Sun- 
day, they destroyed the school 
scoring record. 
"What we want to do is we 
want to improve the number 
of hit routines," head coach 
Dan Connelly said. "We still 
have five more to go if we 
want to go 24-for-24. Technica- 
lly that's your ideal competi- 
tion" 
The Captain Crunch Invita- 
tional will feature four other 
teams - Southeast Missouri 
State hosts the competition, 
while Yale, Illinois and Alas- 
ka-Anchorage will also com- 
pete. 
Southeast Missouri State is a 
Division II school with an ex- 
ceptionally strong gymnastics 
program. Strong fundralsing 
enables them to recruit some 
• See ROLLING, page six. 
Precious points at stake for icers 
By BLAKE PARKINS 
TheBG News  
You could liken BG's odds of 
securing home ice in the CCHA 
playoffs to President Clinton's 
chances of being re-elected for a 
third term. It's not going to hap- 
pen. 
There still is, however, a lot at 
stake for the Falcons as they host 
Alaska-Fairbanks in a two-game 
homestand at the Ice House to- 
night and Saturday (7:00, 
WBGU-FM). 
The Falcons trail Michigan 
State by eight points for the 
fourth and final home spot. BG Is 
fifth in the league holding a one- 
point margin over Western Mich- 
igan. 
BG is trying to pick up the sev- 
en points necessary to guarantee 
a spot in the playoffs over the 
remaining six league games. The 
Nanooks also have a lot at stake, 
vying for the eighth and final 
spot in the CCHA playoffs. 
"Every game Is like a playoff 
game from here on out," said BG 
co-captain Mike Johnson, who 
leads the Falcons with 20 goals on 
the season. 
It's scenarios like this that lead 
to Cinderella upsets against im- 
probable odds. UAF has nothing 
to lose, and everything to gain - 
p the Falcons can ill afford to 
take this team lightly. 
"Every team is desperate," 
said coach Buddy Powers. "Ala- 
ska is running out of games. They 
have the fewest games left in the 
league. Every team has to be 
ready to roll." 
BG Newi Ph«« bf Itrtmy MiRIa 
£ HOCKEY 
SHE /i i UAK 
Forward Brett Punchard fights through a Miami defenseman's check in last weekend's 2-2 tie. 
Perhaps more important than 
picking up the points for BG is 
picking up momentum going into 
the playoffs. 
The Falcons have proven to be 
a streaky team that can compete 
with any team in the nation when 
they are playing well, and lose to 
any team when they play poorly. 
The icers got out to a blazing 
start going 6-0 at the beginning of 
the campaign, including a sweep 
at Lake Superior and Boston Col- 
lege at home. 
Then came the dreadful days 
of November, when the Falcons 
couldn't keep from blowing 
games to less talented teams. BG 
went 1-7-1 over the month includ- 
ing losses to Notre Dame and 
Ferris State. 
The new year has proven to be 
prosperous for the proud Fal- 
cons. They have rebounded to 
their winning form stringing 
together a 5-2-1 mark including 
five in a row beginning back on 
Jan. 4 at Ferris State. 
The win at Ferris also marked 
the emergence of the one-goalie 
system with Bob Petrie at the 
helm. 
Petrie has improved his net 
play by lowering his goals- 
against average from 4.06 to 3.76 
as well as improving his save 
percentage by .016. 
Powers says that the team is 
playing with increased spirit 
knowing that mistakes are less 
likely to turn into goals. 
"The guys have confidence 
that he's going to do the job," 
Powers said. "They in turn play 
with more confidence. It's a cu- 
mulative effect." 
BG is on pace of breaking 
4000 + attendance in a 
single game this season. 
This has not been done 
since the '82-'83 season. 
BG is off to its best start in 
17 years! 
Help keep the streak alive! 
GO FALCONS! 
1:30 p.m. Anderson Arena 
Bowling Green vs. Akron 
Free   Admission 


















Mondays 9:15p.m. UAO Workroom 
Mondays 7p.m. UAO Workroom 
Mondays 9:30p.m. 2nd Floor Faculty Lounge 
Wednesdays 7p.m. Taft Room 
Mondays 6p.m. UAO Workroom 
Wednesdays 7p.m. Canal Room 
Retreat Feb. 16, l-6p.m. Mileti Alumni Center 
Mondays 8p.m. Canal Room 
Wednedays 8 p.m. Taft Room 
Tuesdays 7:30p.m. 330 Union 
Sundays 8p.m. 330 Union 
Mondays 9:15p.m.  330 Union 
Mondays 8p.m. Union 2nd floor Faculty Lounge 
Wednesdays 7p.m. UAO Workroom 
For Mon Info Call 2-2343  
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
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Scouts flock 
to see Daniels 
ANTONIO DANIELS: A BROTHER'S DREAM 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BC News 
Antonio Daniels: By The Numbers 
Season (through 22 games)    Career (through 101 games)    Milestones 
Is It hard to believe that a 
player from Bowling Green has a 
legitimate shot at an NBA first- 
round draft choice? 
It shouldn't be. 
Antonio Daniels, should he con- 
tinue on his current pace, Is vir- 
tually a lock for a pick when the 
draft rolls around in June. Many 
believe he will go in the first 
round, as well. 
"He has all the tools," said Al 
Blanchi, a 1954 University grad- 
uate who Is currently a scout 
with the Phoenix Suns. "His de- 
fensive skills are good and he has 
a great offensive game. 
"He has a really good chance to 
make it on our level." 
Daniels' stock is so high that 17 
NBA scouts attended Wednes- 
day's game at Ball State to see 
his matchup 








of the Chicago 
Bulls, and Mike 
Dunleavy, gen- 
eral manager and former coach 
of the Milwaukee Bucks. 
"Antonio's future depends 
solely on how good a defensive 
player he becomes," Falcon 
coach Jim Larranaga said. "The 
better he defends, the better 
prospect he becomes. Offensive- 
ly, he has pro skills. He can pass, 
he can dribble, he can shoot, he 
can distribute, he can run a team. 
"At the pro level the point 
guard Is probably the most de- 
manding position and has the 
fewest number of players able to 
play at that highest level" 
Daniels admits that an NBA 
pick would "cap off" his senior 
season. But he has been careful 
to keep that in the background 
and stay focused on the task at   DREAM 
hand: winning the MAC. 
"The NBA Is something that 
has to wait," Daniels said. "The 
time I'm here I'm going to put 
forth my best effort to do what I 
have to do to lead this team to a 
MAC title and the NCAA tourna- 
ment." 
Points per game 22.5 
Assists per game 6.2 
Field goal shooting % 540 
3-point snooting % 370 




Assist/Turnover ratio +206 
Field goal shooting % 508 
• sixth on BGSU all-time scoring list 
• second on BGSU all-time assists list 
• MAC Freshman of tfie Year. 1993-94 
• tirst Falcon to score 30 points in 
consecutive games in 22 years 
Continued from page one. 
Jim Larranaga 
Daniels worked last summer at 
the Boston Celtics' Red Auerbach 
camp and first impressed many 
scouts there. He will work out for 
all the NBA scouts In a combine 
In Phoenix prior to the draft. 
"Word is, if I play well in 
Phoenix, that a first-round draft 
pick is available for me," he said. 
Blanchi saw Daniels In the Ne- 
braska tournament in December 
and gave him what he considered 
a good rating. Daniels' range - he 
didn't have a particularly good 
shooting night when Bianchl was 
there - was the only part of his 
game the veteran scout ques- 
tioned. 
"If I could pick out one thing 
about Antonio, he's good with the 
ball," Blanchi said. "He can get 
himself a shot in almost any situ- 
ation." 
His teammates believe Daniels 
is ready for the next step. 
"I think Antonio Is playing with 
so much confidence right now," 
Jay Larranaga said. "He's just 
making great decisions and play- 
ing great basketball. It's easy to 
play with him. 
"We expect a lot from him and 
he's really delivered this year." 
Daniels Is averaging 22.5 
points and 6.2 assists per game 
this season. 
"Right now, my Intentions are 
on the MAC and the 12 or 13 
other guys In my [basketball] 
family," he said. "That's what my 
mind is set on now." 
What they are saying about Antonio: 
Falcon head coach J im Larranaga: 
"His junior year he stepped It up and became much more of a 
leader and much more demanding of himself. He started to work 
on parts of his game that maybe he had not given total concentra- 
tion to: his defense, his ability to anticipate an opponent or help a 
teammate out. He is playing at such a high level, not only is he an 
all-conference player but he has proven himself to be a true pro 
prospect." 
Western Michigan coach Bob Donewald, after a 93-67 BC win on Feb. 1: 
"If Daniels isn't the Player of the Year, It has to be a Co-Player. 
Whether he's all-time anything... you just look at what the young 
man brings to the table when he plays. If he didn't steal the ball 
once all night he would still be, without question, the best player 
on the floor. That young man is one heck of a fine basketball 
player." 
Toledo coach Stan Joplin, after a 77-67 BC win on |an. 25: 
"He Is probably doing more for his team right now than any- 
body else in the league ... for that he's this league's Most Valua- 
ble Player." 
1996 MAC Player of the Year Bonzi Wells of the Ball State Cardinals: 
"He's a great player, very hard to go against. He can hurt you a 
lot of ways." 
lames Madison coach Lefty Driesell, after a 104-92 BC win on Nov. 23: 
"I said before the game he was an NBA player. He looked like 
an NBA player today." 
WEEKEND HOCKEY 
ROUND 1 
Friday Night: 7 p.m. 
Alaska Fairbanks 
ROUND 2 
Saturday Night: 7 p.m. 
Alaska Fairbanks 
Free Admission with BGSU ID 
you cherish the time that you do have here 
and cherish those that you have here also. 
"Once you get attached to someone so 
much, and then something like that happens, 
it's just like a big piece has been torn from 
your heart." 
In many ways, Antonio has become a liv- 
ing tribute to his older brother. After wear- 
ing No. 10 throughout his collegiate career, 
he switched to his brother's No. 33 last 
season and has kept it. His dorm room In 
Compton Is filled with pictures, posters and 
other mementos. 
"Their whole family is such a caring, lov- 
ing family that any time you're in that at- 
mosphere you're going to have a really close 
relationship," said Jay Larranaga, Antonio's 
senior teammate. 
The Daniels brothers grew up in Columbus 
and played at St. Francis DeSales. Chris de- 
cided to attend the University of Dayton, al- 
though Bowling Green gave him a serious 
look. 
It was during Chris' recruiting visit to 
Bowling Green that Antonio, as a high school 
freshman, initially came In contact with the 
campus. 
"I would have loved to play at Dayton with 
my brother," he said. "But BG never stopped 
showing faith In me. They stayed with me 
the whole time." 
Even while two hours apart at school, the 
Daniels brothers stayed close. They spoke 
on the phone often, but because of the hectic 
schedules within each program they were 
able to see each other play only a few times. 
The last time Chris Daniels attended a 
Bowling Green game was in the 1994-95 
season, when Antonio had IS points in an 
87-80 win over Toledo. 
"I remember being overly anxious to 
play," Antonio said. "It was just a good feel- 
ing. He brought so much confidence to me. 
He made me believe that I could achieve 
anything in life." 
A team's support 
Everything changed on Feb. 8. 
Coach Larranaga received a phone call 
early that morning from Antonio's mother, 
Alice. He and then-assistant coach Stan 
Heath awoke Antonio in his dorm room, and 
the trio drove to Dayton to be with the Dan- 
iels family. 
The Impact of Chris' death was shocking 
for Its suddenness. He died of a "rhythmic 
cardiac event," essentially a heart attack. It 
is characterized in a long line of heart ail- 
ments that have affected college basketball 
players. 
"A lot of people assumed since I was the 
man left In the family with my two sisters, 
my mother and my niece, that I was sup- 
posed to be the strong one," Antonio said. 
'Out of all of us, I showed the most emotion, 
probably because I was so surprised by the 
whole thing and thinking down the line about 
how we were going to go on. 
"Coach and my teammates and the fans In 
Toledo and Bowling Green, they did a great 
job of supporting me. Coach did so much that 
I don t even think he knows about how he had 
a tremendous effect on me." 
Daniels spoke to then-freshman Anthony 
Stacey, one of his closest friends on the 
team, that afternoon. 
"It was  really emotional,"  Stacey said. 
BC New. Pad* by Dtug Kkrcaonky 
"There is no way he would 
have wanted me to quit the 
game. He would have 
wanted me to finish what our 
dream had started." 
Antonio Daniels 
"We couldn't believe that he was gone, but I 
remember Antonio saying 'hold the team 
together 'til I get back.'" 
Larranaga and Heath returned to BG that 
night, leaving Antonio with his family. The 
Falcons had a game to prepare for on Feb. 
10, on the road against Ohio. 
Antonio did not play in that game, although 
he was on the bench cheering his team on. 
"I remember Jay telling me last year that 
he thought of me as his own brother," An- 
tonio said "It was just like I lost a brother, 
but Anthony and Jay kinda became that 
much more attached to me." 
After the Ohio game - a tough 83-67 loss- 
the team took a detour on its way back to 
Bowling Green. The Falcons spent several 
hours In Columbus at the Daniels home. 
The team returned to BG, then went back 
to Columbus on the following Monday for the 
funeral. 
"That really meant a lot," Daniels said of 
his teammates' support. "I remember us go- 
ing on a walk around my neighborhood for a 
few minutes, just talking and discussing 
things. I was basically doing a lot of talking 
because I had a lot of things to get off my 
chest. That drew me a lot closer to my 
teammates." 
The emotional return 
Looming on the horizon was Eastern Mich- 
igan - the game Chris had planned to attend 
-on Feb. 14. 
After an emotional meeting with Coach 
Larranaga that day, Antonio decided to play. 
Falcon fans will long remember the out- 
come: Antonio's off-balance layup on the run 
with four seconds left gave BG a stunning 
72-70 victory over the nation's 23rd-ranked 
team. 
"That day was so emotional for him," 
Stacey said. "He dldnt eat that day or any- 
thing. That was a great game, and a fitting 
return for him." 
"Emotionally, that was harder than any- 
thing I've ever had to deal with In my life," 
Antonio said. "I know that if my brother 
hadn't been planning on coming to that 
game, then I probably wouldn't have played. 
He had his mind set an coming to that game. 
Because he was coming. It made It an easier 
decision." 
One year later 
It isn't any easier for Antonio after a year. 
As the anniversary drew closer, reporters 
across the country have taken note of his 
story. ESPN aired a piece on Antonio 
Wednesday. 
Antonio alluded to Chris the night of the 
Toledo game on Jan. 25, after scoring 33 
points as BG beat the rival Rockets. He 
talked about how he had been thinking of 
him all day. 
He carries a newspaper clipping about his 
brother on every road trip. 
"I can always just tell by looking on his 
face when he is thinking about Chris," 
Stacey said. "As well as he Is playing right 
now, I think he knows his brother is watch- 
ing him." 
As evidence of that, many point to that 
EMU game last year. In the final sequence of 
the game, Eagle guard Mike Pennlsi slipped 
and fell while attempting to contest Anton- 
io's game-winning shot 
BG players will tell you that Chris Daniels 
tripped him. 
"A lot of things I do now, I think back to 
what he would have wanted me to do," An- 
tonio said. "There is no way he would have 
wanted me to quit the game. He would have 
wanted me to finish what our dream had 
started" 
Antonio Daniels is well on his way to doing 
just that - and his brother Chris has the best 
seat in the house. 
MODERN LIVING STARTS 
WITH A PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY TEAM! 
MAKE YOUR SEARCH EASY WITH 
NEWLOVE RENTALS: 
• No Parental Guarantee 
• Professional Management 
• Full-Time Maintenance Service 








Cedar Point is still 
closed for the winter, 
but we're gearing up 
for our best summer 
ever-when our seasonal 
employees will enjoy our exciting, new and very much 
improved wage packages. No matter which of our 
3,500 jobs interests you, it pays more this summer than 
ever before. So come see us during one of our interview 
sessions and find out how you can make more money 
this summer at Cedar Point. 
Interviews will be held at: 
Bowling Green State University 
Student Services Building - Forum 
Tuesday, February 11 
11:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m. 
www.cedarpoint.com 
No appointment necessary. For more information, call 1-800-668-JOBS. 
Housing available for qualified applicants. EOE. 
i 
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BCNcwi PkM* by Glu Fkmlng 
Sophomore sprinter Rah'Sheen Clay carries the baton in tne ancnor leg 
of the Falcons' 4x400 relay. Clay missed a provisional qualifying time 
in the 200 meter dash last weekend by one-hundredth of a second. 
BG to swim in last 
league dual meet 
By MIKE LEONARD 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green swim 
teams will participate In their 
final Mid-American Conference 
dual meet this Saturday at Ball 
State 
Both teams are currently post- 
ing five-meet losing streaks de- 
spite strong Individual efforts in 
the pool. Ball State presents yet 
another strong opponent for the 
Falcons. 
Despite the streak, BG head 
coach Randy Julian is looking 
forward to this weekend. 
"Both meets should be very 
competitive," Julian said. "On 











but we can defeat them if they 
underswim." 
Ball State's men's squad will be 
led by Ben Christoffel, the Ball 
State school record holder In the 
50-yard freestyle. Junior diver 
Dave Garrow is also likely to be a 
worthy opponent for BG's Jeff 
Allen. 
While the BSU men bring a 
strong team to the water, the task 
is even more daunting for the BG 
women. The Cardinal women 
boast a team consisting of Joy 
Gallagher, school record holder 
In 100 freestyle and MAC record 
holder In SO freestyle. The free- 
style distance contingent is also 
strong, even with Petra Maurit- 

















Track teams lace up for All-Ohio 
Men travel to Kent   I Women out to venge 
with skeleton roster  loss early in season 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News  
It Is quality, not quantity, that 
all teams try to obtain. 
A short-staffed men's team en- 
ters Kent this weekend planning 
to win the All-Ohio Champion- 
ships. Some teams may bring a 
ton of athletes to meets, only a 
few of which score. But Bowling 
Green isnt taking many athletes 
to Kent. The team Isnt even go- 
ing to compete in the long and 
triple Jump. 
"Because we have such good 
quality people, the bigger the 
meet, the better we're going to 
be," head coach Sid Sink says. 
By placing higher in fewer 
events. Bowling Green will look 
to take Cincinnati and Kent by 
surprise. Even though tough 
rivals Toledo and Ohio State will 
be elsewhere, Bowling Green has 
high goals. 
"I really expect us to be able to 
finish second and to be going 
after first place and trying to win 
it," Sink says. With any meet 
though, not everyone will meet 
expectations. But if the team can 
improve as they have throughout 
the Indoor season, then the Fal- 
cons can fly to that next step, a 
championship. 
A few key determinants will 
tell the tale Saturday. First, Rah'- 
sheen Clay will be running In 
four events for the first time this 
year, which could help or hurt 
the team. Keeping Clay healthy Is 
of the utmost importance - he Is 
the leader on the track. 
"He has a chance of winning all 
those events that he Is in," Sink 
says. 
Secondly, the mile relay team 
is looking to break two records, 
the Bowling Green mile relay re- 
cord and Kent State's indoor re- 
cord. This relay with the emer- 
gence of Terry Rivers has be- 
come one the best In the MAC 
"Once he gets back in top form 
he's going to be a huge Impact on 
this team," sprinter Darren 
Braddix said. "Terry adds a lot of 
leadership to the team.'' 
The distance portion of the 
team needs to start scoring more, 
especially In the 5,000 and 3,000 
meters. Cralg Nleset has carried 
the load, but his back will need 
help If BG plans to run with the 
big dogs. 
"In some of the distance races, 
we really need to get things go- 
ing," Sink says. 
Because field events are per- 
formed before the running 
events, it is ultimately up to the 
big men to keep BG afloat for the 
runners to have a shot at first. 
The high jump will be looked 
upon heavily and Doug Heitkamp 
will need to continue what he 
started last week with a first 
place at the Field House. 
Shotputters Adam Rose and 
Alex Moser will look to improve 
on great performances over the 
last couple of weeks.. 
"In the throws our guys are 
ready for breakthrough per- 
formances," Sink says. 
and mile freestyle records, out 
due to an Ice skating injury. 
Maumee native Kelly Price will 
also provide healthy competition 
for the BG diving contingent. 
All is not lost for the BG wom- 
en, however, as Nancy Simpson 
hopes to break the Lewellen 
Aquatic Center 100 backstroke 
record, currently set at 58.11 
seconds. Simpson has recorded 
times below this mark in both of 
her meets over the last two 
weeks. 
Julian gives out nothing but 
praise for the coaching staff at 
Ball State 
"Bob Thomas Is a class coach," 
Julian said. "In victory and In 
defeat he always offers praise to 
his team." 
"Both meets should 
be very competitive. 
On paper, their men 
should beat us, but 
we can defeat them if 
they underswim." 
Randy Julian 
Swimming coi ch 
The men hit the water at 1 p.m. 
on Saturday while the women be- 
gin their festivities at 4 p.m. Both 
meets will be held at the Lewel- 
len Aquatic Center on the cam- 
pus of Ball State In Muncie, Ind. 








By BRETT THOMPSON 
The BC News  
Revenge will be on the minds 
of the Bowling Green women's 
track team this weekend when 
they travel to Kent State Univer- 
sity for the All-Ohio Champion- 
ships. 
The state's best athletes will 
clash Saturday at the Kent State 
Field House, but BG will be most 
concerned with beating the host 
team. 
Kent destroyed the Falcons 
earlier In the season by 52 points, 
giving BG more than enough mo- 
tivation for this weekend's 
contest. 
According to BG coach Steve 
Price, the Falcons should put up 
more of a fight this time around. 
"We have a tremendous chance 
to win," Price said. "It will pretty 
much be between us and Kent for 
the lion's share of the points. 
Since the season started, Kent 
has remained in a rather stag- 
nant state of affairs while our 
team is constantly Improving. 
Saturday is the time for some 
paybacks." 
The Falcons will rely heavily 
on their distance runners for 
points as they hope to take ad- 
vantage of Kent's weak spot Jes- 
sica LaFene, Renee Strayer, 
Missy Lyne and Nikki Monroe 
should rack up crucial points in 
ROLLING  
Continued from page four. 
of the best gymnasts in the 
land. 
Illinois also has a very 
strong team, coming from the 
competitive Big Ten confer- 
ence. Alaska-Anchorage and 
Yale are both traditionally 
weak teams. Yale has not 
managed to break Into the 
180's. 
"Right now, we're looking at 
a three-way meet with five 
teams In It," Connelly said. 
"We should probably easily 
beat two out of the four, and 
then we're kind of In a dog 
fight with the other two 
schools." 
The difficulty of the Fal- 
cons' routines Is also a con- 
cern, but consistency is still 
top priority. 
"A lot of our routines still 
arent worth the maximum," 
Connelly said. "We're not do- 
the mile and the 3,000 meters. 
Lyne and Suzanne Isco could also 
score big in the 5,000 meters. 
Kent State may hold a slight 
edge in the sprints, although a 
healthy Kaleitha Johnson may 
improve BG's chances. Johnson 
ran a 24.38 last year in the 200 
meter, which would be best In the 
MAC right now. She also set a 
University Field House record In 
the 55 hurdles last weekend with 
a 8.12. If Johnson is ready to go 
all out, the Falcons could take the 
55 meters, 55 hurdles and 200 
meters. 
The most interesting matchup 
of the weekend might be between 
senior Nikki Sturzinger and 
Kent's Roberta Collins in the shot 
put. Collins handed Sturzinger 
her only defeat of the season two 
weeks ago and Sturzinger will be 
looking for vengeance. Another 
big battle will take place In the 
20-pound weight throw. Juniors 
Heather Nordgren and Elyse 
Roethllsberger will challenge 
Kent's Collins and Teri Girrell In 
what might prove to be the 
closest contest of the meet. 
According to Price, the Fal- 
cons' role as the underdog might 
work to their advantage. 
"We cant forget that Kent beat 
us by 52 points two weeks ago, 
but an upset this weekend is very 
possible and we are going for it 
on Saturday," Price said. 
Ing enough difficulty. At the 
moment we aren't trying to 
change the level of difficulty, 
we're Just trying to become 
more consistent, then we'll 
think about trying to improve 
the level of difficulty." 
Jackie Haft will be the only 
Important Falcon to miss the 
meet due to Injury, with a bad 
shoulder. Haft began practic- 
ing on Wednesday and Is ex- 
pected back in time for the 
Eastern Michigan meet next 
week. 
"Everybody's been working 
hard in practice this week," 
gymnast Melissa Hunt said. 
"It seems everybody Is tired, 
but we're working through it. I 
think everybody is going to be 
pretty consistent this week- 
end." 
The meet is scheduled to 
take place 7 p.m. Saturday. 
The Falcons next meet is at 
Eastern Michigan on Feb. 14. 
Don't just sits 
there! Step in 
today for a complete 




113 Railroad St. 
Open Moa thru Pri 
S:00am - 5:Q0pm 
Don't Lei Time 
Run Out 
Pick up your application today and 
Join the Fact Line Team 
Application* for postilions beginning 
next fall will b« available 
8 a.m. Today 
la the Office of Student employment 
315 Saddlemir« 
r Opca to oil freshmoo ood 
sophomores 
I Only 100 applications 
available 
For more Information, 
contact the Office of 
Public Relations, 372-2616 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Announces 
Apartments for Fall '97 
• Columbia Court-22 left 
• Mercer Manor-6 left 
• Field Manor-10 left 
• Frazee Avenue-3 left 
• Ridge Manor-FULL 
BEAT THE SPRING RUSH! 




2 bedroom fumishedandunfurnished 
May and August 1997 
1 Bedroom summer onCy 
[UnitedavadaBCe 
2 Blocks from Compus 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
I ! ft 
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NBA Standings 
National lasaatnall / 
ByThs Associatad Prau 
AJTImasEST 
EASTEHN CONHIKNCI 
Miami 102, Milwaukee 90 
Charlotte 115, Sacramento 100 
Detroit 96, Houston 87 
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12 34 .261 23 





























.447     20.5 
J70     24 
WtSTHDM CONKUMCI 
Mewest Division 
w L Pet. GB 
33 14 .702 — 
32 16 .667 U 
23 25 .479 103 
16 28 J64 15.5 
16 32 33.1 17.5 
11 34 .244 21 
9 42 .176 26 
Pacific Divnion 
35 13 .729 - 
32 15 .681 2.5 
25 23 S21 10 
19 25 .432 14 
21 28 .429 14.5 
17 29 J70 17 
















Miami 118. Boston 117 
Toronto 89, Cleveland 84 
Philadelphia 113, San Antonio 97 
Utuh 99, Seattle 95 
Phoenix 99, Atlanta 81 
Denver 106, Washington 104 
LA. Lakers 106, Chicago 90 
Thursday's Games 
New York 96, San Antonio 84 
Indiana 104, New Jersey 100 
Orlando 119, Boston 111 
No gamea scheduled 
Saturday" 
No gamea scheduled 
Sunday's Game 
All-Star Game at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m. 
Monday's Games 
No games scheduled 
NHL Standings 
ay The tamrlatsd Puss 
Af Times 1ST 
EASIBtN ttMSBNtl 
Atomic Division 
W    1.     T     Pts 
30   IS   8     68 
26 15   12   64 
27 21 7 
25 17 8 
21 25 6 
19   26   6 
17 27   9 
Northeast Division 
W  L   T    Pts 
30   18   5 
27   19   8 
n   24   7 
19 27   10 
20 27   6 
18 23   10   46 
VVBTBoN CONKUNCI 
Central DhW. 
W    L     T     Pts 
30   19   4     64 
Calgary 19   28  6     44   133 159 
Los Angelas 19   29  6     44   146 186 
Wednesday's Games 
Pittsburgh 6, Montreal 3 
NY. Rangers 5, Hartford 2 
New Jersey 4, N.Y. Islanders 1 
Toronto 4, Anaheim 2 
Dallas 4, Tampa Bay 0 
Edmonton 5, Calgary 2 
San Jose 3, Los Angelas 2 
ThanaVs 
Not Included 
Hartford 5, Boston 3 
Florida 1, Buffalo 1, tie, CT 
Philadelphia 9, Montreal 5 
Vancouver 7, Detroit 4 
Dallas at St. Lotus (n) 
Chicago at Phoenix (n) 
Fridays Games 
Florida at New Jersey, 730 p.m 
Washington at Calgary, 9J0 p.m. 
Saturday's Games 
St- Louis at Boston, 3 pm. 
Detroit at Pittsburgh, 3 pm. 
N.Y. Rangers at NY Islanders. 3 pm. 
Chicago at Colorado. 3 pm. 
San Jose at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m. 
Hartford at Montreal, 7JO p.m 
Phialdelphia at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m 
Buffalo at Tampa Bay, 730 p. m. 
Vancouver at Toronto, 7:30 p.m. 
Dallas at Phoenix, 9 p m 
Anaheim at Edmonton, 10J0 p.nv 
Sunday's Games 
Ottawa at Buffalo, 7 p.m. 
N.Y. Rangers at Florida, 8 p.m. 
Los Angeles at Dallas, 8 p. m. 
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22 26 4 
20 26 8 
20 33 1 
Pacific Divnion 
W L T 
32 13 8 
26 22 S 
25 26 2 
20 27 6 






























W L ret. W I Pet. 
Toledo 10 1 .901 18 2 .900 
Kent 9 2 .900 13 7 .818 
Miami 8 3 .727 14 6 .600 
Ball Stale 7 4 .636 9 9 .500 
Ohio 7 4 .636 10 9 .526 
Bowling Green 6 5 .546 9 10 .475 
Eastern Michigan 3 8 .272 6 12 .333 
Central Michigan 2 9 .182 6 13 .462 
Western Michigan 2 9 .182 2 17 .105 
Akron 1 10 .090 4 15 .222 
Monday't Came 
Central Michigan 64, Western Michigan 59 
Wednesday's Game. 
Ohio 89, Akron 74 
Bowling Green 82, Ball State 69 
Miami 62, Eastern Michigan 51 
Toledo 102, Kent 80 
Saturdays Games 
Ball State at Western Michigan 
Ohio at Kent 
Toledo at Eastern Michigan 
Bowling Green at Akron 
Miami at Central Michigan 
CCHA Standings 
Michigan (25-1-3) 
Lake Superior (18-9-4) 
Miami (20-9-1) 
Michigan State (16*3) 
Bowling Green (13-12-3) 
Western Michigan (11-12-4) 
Ferris State (11-18-2) 
Notre Dame (8-19-1) 
Ohio State (7-22) 
Alaska-Fairbanks (9-19) 
Friday's Results 
Alaska-Fairbanks 6, Air Force 4 
Miami 2, Bowling Green 2 (OT) 
Western Michigan 3, Michigan State 2 (OT) 
Lake Superior 6, Notre Dame 3 
Saturday's Keauks 
Alaska-Fairbanks 6, Air Force 3 
Michigan 6, Bowling Green 1 
Western Michigan 6, Ferris State 4 
Miami 6, Ohio State 4 
w 1 T Pis GF CA 
16 1 2 34 115 46 
14 5 3 31 92 73 
14 6 1 29 89 61 
12 4 3 27 75 52 
8 10 3 19 79 85 
7     ■ 8 4 18 64 70 
7 13 1 15 68 95 
5 14 1 11 57 75 
5 15 0 10 62 108 
5 17 0 10 70 106 
MAC Men's Standings 
MAC All 
W      I Pet W i Pet 
Eastern Michigan              8       2 .800 17 4 .810 
Bowling Green                  8       3 .727 16 6 .727 
Miami, Ohio                       7       3 .700 12 6 .667 
Ohio                                   7       4 .636 12 7 .632 
Western Michigan             5       6 .455 9 10 .473 
Ball State                           5       6 .455 12 9 .571 
Kent                                  5       6 .455 7 12 .368 
Akron                                4       7 .364 6 13 316 
Toledo                               3       8 .273 10 9 S26 
Central Michigan              2       9 .222 s kl4 .263 
Wednesday's Came* K 
Ball State 79, Bowling Green 75 F »%     m Iv ■aaaMeaaaaK Ohio 64, Akron 54 v A/ vc ■^ Kent 70, Toledo 65 iYi n™ Thursday's Result    f A_J m •—*5 Eastern Michigan 82, Miami, Ohio 77 ■H f- r 
<~:~:~M^*^»*<»<»*«:"^ 




The BG Nc••. will not knowingly acccp) advert i*e menu 
(hat tlWnmiruMiT. or era. outage JiicnminalaQnanireU wt 
indi v sduil in- group on ire* bun ol race. MI . cote*, creed, 
religion. nMtonu ongm. Miual C-TKBUIIOO. alubihty. 
tUtUi to a veteran, or on I he Suit of vty other Legally 
protected vUlus 
The BG New* reserves the right 10 decline, diuondniae 
or re*i*e any advertisement such u then*, found lo be 
defaUfuiory. lacking m factual bun. misleading or like 
tn nature All advenaeftvenu art lubjrci to editing and 
appro, al 
The BG Newt.avafonjmr^ntoirserMNK.reiogriiiei 
the imfMMtibility of presenting all of dm type of adver- 
tising and therefore encourage* our reader*, to hewa/r 
Alwayi be familiar with a buatncu before tending moriey 
c* providing pervynal credit infortrvauon Pleue remem- 
ber. if it sound, loo good to be true, n probably tt 
You tan help m by calling ihcad>ertiiing department *i 
4l9^?!-lWSwiihyc-rfcofnplaintiasidwgj.eWion. We 
ask thai you pfeaae provide your name, iddreiv *f"J ptvow* 
number, along with your vpecifk comment) With your 
help we ear. make The BG Newt a belter public at ion 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
M JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP tt 
APPLICATIONS 
Now Available in 318 a 302 Wast Hall 
DEADLINE: MARCH 7,IttT 
■National Soaety 01 Penning Rifles" 
A norvgreett co-ed fraternity 
AftVaaM with Army ROTC 
Into meaOna BW3s@ 7 00 Thurs FsB 13 
"No military obsgaBon * 
AMA-AMA-AMA'AMA 
American Marketing Assooason 
Sooal Night al 
Chi Criis @5 30 
Bring a Friendl 
AMA'AMA-AMA'AMA 
ATTENTION UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
SPRING RETREAT 
Saturday. February 8th 
:0 0Oam   3 00pm 
Mi let) Alumni Can ter 
We hope to see you an there1 
Reminder: Your scrapoook pages 
are due at rie retreat 
Anenoon Student Organization 
Mon . Feb.io is the deadline tor Dec. and Jan. 
Sudani Leader of the month. Nominations lo 
be turned in. Turn in your nominations to 405 
Student Services by 5 OOpm 
COME LEARN ABOUT YOGAI 
COME LEARN ABOUT YOGAI 
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 9,  1997 1-230PM IN 
EPPLER CENTER 221. WEAR COMFORTA- 
BLE CLOTHES AND BRING A TOWEL OR 
MATTOSfTONI 
COME I EARN ABOUT YOGAI 
DISCOVERY DAY 
The American Marketing Association siviles 
all majors to Celebrate Marketing' with us 
Saturday. February 6 9am - 2pm 
Registration forms available & the AMA 
showcase m the BA hallway. 
$S members $10 non-members 
Hope lo see you therel 
DISCOVERY DAY 
FReNOSOFTHEDEAF 
Mon.. 9:00 Fab. 10 
Ed. 383 
Movie nighll Tons of signing fun! 
OOT THE WINTER TIME BLUES? 
Come relax and listen ID the 
Just Us Band' 
A live Jazz Band 
Performing In iha 
Amani Room 
Sunday. February 9.1997 
730 p.m. 
FREEI 
Sponsored by: Office ol Student Activities 
For more Information call 3722343 
HAVE A DATE ON USI 
Phi Beta Lambda Rathe 
Wei a $30 gift certificate to E asystreat 
and 2 movie paaaesl 
Tickets available In BA Building (by the 
1 SI floor computer lab) on Feb 11,12.13 
Irom 10am until 2pm or rum any PBL member. 
$1 par MM or a tor $3 Winner wHI be 
drawn 0 2.30pm Thursday. Feb. 13. 
JUST IN TWE FOR VALENTNE'S DAYI 
Help 'Change the View' 
Jean UAO: The major programming 
organisation at BGSU 
Publicity Meetings 
Mondays, 9:15p.m 330 Union 
Quaerjons? Contact Jodi Pratt 0372-2343 
All majors welcome 
HOMECOMING 19971 
APPLICATIONS FOR CHAIRPERSONS ARE 
S1XL AVAILABLE M 330 UNION. APPLICA- 
TONS ARE DUE FEB 12 AND INTERVIEWS 
ARE FEB 14 SIGN UP IN THE UAO. OF- 
FICE. 
HOMECOMING 19971 
Jon Robert K. Reealer. a national criminotogist 
& leading expert on violent crime when he dis- 
cusses Serial Killers, Sexual Violence and 
the Criminal Mind. Ressler Is a twenty year 
veteran of the FBI. He has investigated & sal 
face to face with notorious murderers such as 
Jeffrey Dehmor, Ted Bundy, John Wayne 
Gacy. Charles Manson, and David Berkowitz. 
the son of Sam Killer 
Mon. Fab. 10.730pm 
Lanhart Ballroom 
•FREE- 
Ouastons?Cal 2-7164. sponsored by UAO 
MORTAR BOARD CANDIDATES 
MORTAR BOARD CANDIDATES 
The deadline for applicaDons 
has been EXTENDED 
to Wad. Feb. 12aI5pmll 
Applications available in 
405 Student Services 
Now hiring operators tor Campus Fact Line 
Open to freshman and sophomores 
Only 100 applications available beg @ Sam 
FRIDAY. Office ol Sludeni Employment 
Jobs begin next fall: training this spring. 
For more information call 
the Office or Public Relations 372-2616. 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
A representative from AusiraLeam will be on 
campus on Tuesday. February 11. Come to a 
meeting al 200pm m iha Faculty Lounge in tie 
Sudani Union. Call 372-0309 with questions 
USG-USG- USG-USG 
Applications and Petitions fro Pres/Vice Pras 
and At-Large Senators win be made available 
on Monday Feb. 10. If you are interested 
please come to 404 Student Services or can 
our office al 372-8116. 
LOST& FOUND 
Detachable Face tor car CD Players 
354-8225 if you lost one. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID 
Student Financial Services has information on 
3.400. public $ private sector funding sources. 
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINAN- 
CIAL AIDI For intormalion: 1 800-263-6495 art 
F55446. 
Do you want to learn to speak Spanish? 
Call me 353-0068. 
Pregnant? 
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential & Caring 
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center. 
Win tutor m Chemistry 100-127. Math 100 ~ 
C 233, Physics 202 » 211 Call 353-2022 
Alpha N Delta—Kappa Sigma 
The sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta would like 
D congratlale Michelle Mathieu on her 
lavalieriing to Kappa Sigma Chnslan Mayled 
Alpha XI Delta"'Kappa Sigma 
Alpha Xi Delta-Delia Gamma 
Alpha Xi Delta would like to thank 
the sisters of Delta Gamma tor a 
great time al the Valentine's oat* party 
Alpha Xi Delta-Delta Gamma 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants A 
scholarships available from sponsors!!! No 
uteoaymsrsa, evert!! UtCssh tor coi- 
legesm For Info: 1-600-243-2416.  
ATTENTION UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
SPRING RETREAT 
Saturday, February 8th 
1000am-3:00pm 
Mies Alumni Center 
We hone to see you al therel 
Reminder: Your scrapoook pages 
are due al tie reseat. 
$2* SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
Boardwalk  Beach  Resort -  Panama City's 
Spring Break Headquarters Only $29 Per Per 
scnlFlestrlctiorisAr^.1-e00-224-4»6». 
""HEY ALPHA CHrS™ 
GET EXCITED FOR A FUN SEMESTER!" 
DANCE MARATHON. BETA 5O0. FORMAL, 
DATE    PARTIES.    SISTERHOODS.   AND 
TEAS! 
WE'RE GONG TO RAISE THE ROOFIIII 
""HEY ALPHA CHI'S"" 
PERSONALS 
•Support Dance Marathon* 
Order Papa John's Pizza This Thursday 
between 5 00pm   12 00am 
Mention Dance Marathon and 
10% of your purchase wil 
be donated to help 
support the kids 
•Support Dance Marathon* 
ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICES 
Al St. Thorn as More: 
1200 Noon - MasvAshes Service 
In the Union Grand Ballroom: 
7:00PM - Ashes Service 
9 IS PM - Ashes Service 
Sponsored by St Thomas More 
Student Connection 
Lenten ASH WEDNESDAY Service 
AtSt.ThomaaMors: 
12r00 Noon - Maes' Ashes Service 
In the Union Grand Ballroom: 
7 OOPM - Ashes Service 
9:15 PM-Ashes Service 
Sponsored by St. Thomas More 
Student Connection 
ATTENTION UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
SPRING RETREAT 
Saturday, February 6th 
lOOOam-SOOpm 
Mien Alumni Center 
We hope to see you al there I 
Reminder: Your scrapoook pages 
are due at the retreat 
AXO RUSH AXO RUSH AXO 
Alpha Chi Omega will be having rush on 
Monday. February 10 at the 
Alpha Chi Omega house 
8004:45 
900-9:45 
AXO RUSH AXO RUSH AXO 
IE NAMED THE 
ORGANIZATION OP THE V6AR BY USOI 
USG wHI be awarding the 
•USO   ORGANIZATION   OF   THE   YEAR 
AWARD' 
D the organization that best displays how 
they have benefl tied the BGSU a 
Bowling Green community 
To enter. *suhm« a 8 to 10 -ran. video to 
USO raapsaysna their accompaahmerrta t 
strengths at BGSU A In BO. 
Top 3 v-deos wil be shown at USG's 111 AN- 
NUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET. MARCH 5 si 
front of adrnmistrators. faculty and feftow Uni- 
versity org members. 
•$15 donation ID DANCE MARATHON is re- 
quired to enter. Videos A donations (checks 
made payable to USG) can be sent to the USG 
office in 404 Student Services 
■Deadline la Feb. 21. For more Into, call 
372-6026, or 372-6116. 
USG—USG-USG 
BEST HOTELS 6 LOWEST PRICES tor 
SPRING-BREAK BEACH destinations. 
Florida, Cancun. Jamaca. etc 
CALL NOW tor rooms or SIGN-UP as 
INTER-CAMPUS REPR. 800-327-6013 
htip. Www icpt com 
\U XI'  Xll Xi'  Xlz  Xli Ml  Ml  Ml Ml Ml Ml XI!  Xil Ml  Ml Mi 
Congrats to our new executives: 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta "^C 
would like to congratulate the j-t, 
brothers of Kappa Alpha Order 
*r    on receiving their charter. 




MID AM MANOR 
• NOW RENTING • 
Choose from choice aparUnents within walking distance J 
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1996. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and 
water included, air conditioning 






















Xll Ml  Xil  Xil  Xil  Ml   Xil   Xil  Ml   Xil   Xil   Xil  Xil  Xil  Xil   Xil  Xil 
PIZZA & SUBS 
C HOWIE™ 
EXPRESS 
I 1 Large Pizza 
w/1 Topping 
! $ 4.50 
Extra Topplnss - 99 < 
PICK UP ONLY 
Free Delivery 354-3100 
HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday 4pm -1 am 
Friday & Saturday 11am - 3am 
Sunday   12 noon-11pm 
H Extra LLaLyg® 
Pizza 
With 1 Topping 
$6.99 
Free Delivery 








Each unit has: 
- 2 large bedrooms, fully furnished - 
- washer and dryer ~ 
- dishwasher and microwave ~ 
- extra storage and much more - 
Call today for more information 
352-9378 




The 1997 Officers 
Executive 
President 
VP of Membership 
Development 
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OAVTONA KACH SMINOIREAK! 
A etudent only motel 
Sreek sway lo the hottee) action In Rortda 
•tan guys mesas gktal NEW metal on In* 
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging, 
beech »n«l>tll», tat MTV. Pool t wetber 
opon 24 hows, b y.o.b Free gold card wall 
check4n. Oonl ba M out ol Ms Spadal 
"lomollonl   http://www.day1ona-lnn.coni. 
osjj. i-eao-saa-osis.  
OtAOUNet FOR BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP 
APPUCATtOHS ■ February 10. 
Do you M arulouo whan apaaldng In pub- 
Hc or ki tha deearoom? Bnel workshops on 
speech anxiety ara now baing offered FREE 
through a study being conducted in rie Dapt. of 
Psychology Cal 372-2540 lot mors intorma- 
Ml  
GET 6YVOLVEDII GET MVOLVEOII 
Tha Psnhslinlc Leadership Development 
postilion <a now taking applications They can 
bs pcked up In 440 Studant Ssrvicss. Turn 
them in by Fab 14 in rhe Panhalanic maitoox 
GET MVOLVEDII GET MVOLVEOII 
OOT THE WINTER TIKE BLUEST 
Coma relax and httan to tha 
'Just Us Band* 
AkVe Jazz Band 
Performing m the 
AmanlRoom 
Sunday. February 0, 1BS7 
7:30 p.m. 
FREEI 
Sponaorad by: Office ol Studant Activities 
For mora mtormauon call 372-2343 
hayCtwyLShalby.Katla.aWaody 
Tha Dsans Lit is calling our namssl 
Study Hard! Go to dassi I know we 
candoittLovs. Lisa 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M, W. A CO- 
REC CURLING - FEB. 11; CO-REC WHIF 
FLEBALL - FEB 28. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 
4 00PM M 130 PERRY F-ELD HOUSE 
S.O.L.D. 
'.       would like to * 
congratulate * 
• > 
: AMY KRAJNAK • 
of BGSEA 
for being selected .is • 
•     S.O.l.D.'s Student * 
.    Loader of the Month • 
for November. '* 
Great Job! ; 
Management Inc. 
353-5800 
New New New New New 
New 
HiUsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats. 
very spacious, 9 foot ceilings, 
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 month 
lease. Starts at $600. 
Management Inc. 
New New New New New 
New 
HiUsdale Apts., Large studios 
high vaulted ceilings, unique 
floor plans and car ports. 12 
month lease starts at $350. 
Management Inc. 
Huge 1  bdrras. 215 E. Poe 
Rd. Laundry on site, lots of 
parking. Starts at $340/ 
month * elec. 
Management Inc. 
Efficiency Apartments, 215 
E. Poe Rd., Starts at $230. All 
utilities included. Half the 
security deposit holds it now. 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St The Willow 
House is now Leasing for 
next year. 1 bdrm, gas heat. 
A/C, starting at $340/month. 
Management Inc. 
For a complete list 
stop by our office, 
1045 N. Main, or call 
353-5800 
Management Inc. 
KA •Founding Fathara' KA 
Congratulations 
RoHy. Howard. Stubby. Nymphius. Shmitiy 
Etvs. Hsitalman. Dsutsch, Blsnkanbuig 
Gould. ODal. Skleborharn. Carter. Walace. 
Tanbrlnk. Sullvan. Msurar, Radman. Braving 
Parian. Madau. Colandsr, McNeal. Acker 
man. Alman. Young. OaMain. Purcstl. and Ro- 
bUM 
Way lo Go Gentlemen, 
•he beet a yet lo cornel 
Doyle 
KA • Founding Fathara • KA 
MORTAR BOARD CANDOATES 
MORTAR BOARD CANDOATES 
Ths deadline lor applicationa 
has baan EXTENDED 
to Wad. Fab. 12ai5pmll 
Applications available in 
405 Studant Sanrlcas 
Now available at Cosegiaia Connacson 
Sc nonprinting 
Small or large ordara 
Lowaat pricsa In (own I 
531 Ridge St 35? 8333 
Phi Mu'Kappa Alpha "PhiMu 
Tha akuars ol Phi Mu would 
kka to congtatulals ths 
gantlsman ol Kappa Alpha on 
rhelr ensnaring and wish them 
good luck thia waakandl 
Phi Mu * Kappa Alpha * Phi Mu 
SPRWM BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FLORIDA SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH 
RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL. 
HUGE BEACHSIOE HOT TUB, SUITES UP 
TO 10 PEOPLE. TIKI BEACH BAR. HOME 
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY 
FREE INFO 1 100 lll-IIII 
WWW.SANOPIPERBEACON.COal 
USG-USG-USG 
USG cordialy inviias all mambsrs ol 
tha Uniyarstty community to ; 
USO'a 1at Annual Unlvereky Sanquat 
March S, Lanhan Grand Ballroom, 7pm 
Coat II Si 2 par parson A is bursarabta 
Darner wil bs provided A all procaadawtt 
ba donated to DANCE MARATHON. 
* Coma sas vidao praaantarjona about Univers 
>ly organizatjonil USG will bs awarding THE 
USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR A- 
WARDI 
* An award will bo given to ths organization 
with ths most mambers in anendancal 
Pteaae RSVP by Fab 21 
For mors into, can ths USG office 
at 372 8120 or 372 6026 
USG'USGUSG- 
Cinemark Theatres 
■ CINEMA 5 KM 
11234 N. Main St 354-0558 
Star Wara (PG) 
■no ■uoarsavVs- 
sat/sun    2:00 4:40 7 30  10:10 
Scream (R) 
sat/sun 1:00 3:10 5:30 800 10:20 
Beautician and tha Baaat (PO 
sat/sun   I 45 4 50 7:15  10 00 
«n Love and War (PO-13) 
sat/sun        7:45 10:10 
Beverly HMs Nln|a (PO-13) 
sal/sun     1:15 3:15 5:20 
Denlea Peak (PO-13) 
sat/sun 1:30 3:55 700 9:50 
•NO PASSES 
BG RADIATOR 
[       NOT JUST  RADIATORS! 
We Ara Now 
CERTIFED tor A/C 
REPAIR i RECHARGE 
•Heater Installation 
•Heater Cores 
.    'Water Pumps 
L    -Gas Tanks 
• General Auto Repair 
r      Sales, Installations 
and Repair 
E  3D 352-5133 MH 
[         520 S. MAPLE 
k ,      BOWLING GREEN 
Cherrywood 
Health Spa & 
Tanning Center 











TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE 
FOR HEALTH AND JOY 
Cal (372-3355) now lo find out about an 
8 wk. program designed lo educate 
about healthy oanng and 
eierase habits (weight management). 
Wed 3 30 5.00pm Beginning 2/5/87 
Or Prsvanson/Wallnass 372-8355 
USG USG USG USG 
Applications and Petitions tor Pre/Vice Pros 
and Ai-Large Senator! wil ba made available 
on Monday. Fee.10. II you are interested. 
please coma lo 404 Student Services or call 
our office at 372-8116. 
USG-USG   USG-USG 
Wake 'n Bake tor 
Bering araak 1887 
'Jamaica "Panama City 
•Cancun-Daytone 
•Padre ■Bahamas 
Call tor FREE kilo Packelll 
1-800-426-7710 
Warned 100 indents. Loss 8 D 100 bs. New 
metabolism breaMh rough. Dr. recommended. 
Guaranlsed 130 coil. Free Gilt, 
1800-435-7581  
WANTED 
1 Femsta nonsmoking aublaaiar 
needed rmmed at 80S 2nd St. AplB 
8185/mo. Can Amy 362-4808 
3 rimes, wanted tor Wooster St. house 
8165/mo. Summer 1807 through May 1888. 
Call Brian al 3538815. 
In cooperation wtfi the President's office. USG 
la currently accepting applications tor tha posi- 
tion ol Studant Member of the Board ol 
Trustees Appecaooris muat be undergraduate 
irudenra in good academic and disciplinary 
■landing with tha university Two year ap- 
pointment that could bagm as early as April 
I987 with term enrfcng in March 1988. Apptica 
tjoni can ba picked up in 404 Student Services 
A mustbe relumed by 5pm Fab. 7.  
Two subleassrs needed tor lummer vary low 
rent, vary ekise to campus Cal Julie or Jes 
1C! 354 4197 
WANTED: Camp Stall! Muat be raaponalble, 
like kkJa and la tun to hang out wNh. Needs 
to ba able to react calmly In emergency •" 
uattona and deal wail with cabin iheninl- 
gana. be able to eerve bug |ulce and allot 
on wary little sleep. Looking lor Village Super- 
visors (seniors si college and college gradu- 
ates), counaekxs-in-training (entering 12Th 
grade), counselor! (current high school seniors 
and college students). SPECIALISTS 
NEEDED: Mountain biking, video, pholgraphy, 
ens, and crafts, spots, ropee. pool, waterfront. 
Jet sUing/boating (Lifeguard or WSI certified), 
tennis, drama, dining hall supervisor/Sri ad- 
visor, archery and songteader. 
For information call or write: Camp Wise. 
28001 South Woodland Road. Beechwood. 
Ohio 44122.218-831 -0700. exl. 344 or 350 
Warned: summer subleaior One bedroom 
furnished apt. 3 blocks from campus on Manw 
lleCallTraci. 354-1458  
HELP WANTED 
11000*1 POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Time. Al 
Home. To! Free (1) 800-2188000 (at T-2076 
torLissngs. 
81000s POSSIBLE READING BOOKS   Pan 
Time. Al Home. Toll Free (1) 800-2188000 
Em R-2076tx Lutings  
Si 500 weekly potential mailing our circular!. 
For into cal 301 4281328 
Are you Looking tor sales/marketing experi- 
ence? Student Publications is currently taking 
applications lor sales representatives Posi 
Bom require 15-20 hours per week A last from 
mtd-Apnl through June Gain valuable profes- 
sional sales experience selling print advertising 
A earn in excess ol 12000 m 10 weeks Stop by 
204 West Hal tor an application or call Toby al 
372-0430 tor more information. 
ASIA EMPLOYMENT 
Learn how students have made 82S-845/hr. 
leaching   basic   conversational   Engksh   in 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. Many employers 
provide room A board and/or other benefits 
Call: 206-871 -3570 axt. J55445".  
Beat Sales Job In Bowl<ig Green 
this spnngysummer 
Skjdent pubscatrons la now accepting apphca- 
Bone tor adversang sales representatives 
Earn great money A gam valuable sales expe- 
rtence. FTjaations require 15-20 hours per 
weak A last from Mid-Aprs through June. Stop 
by 204 Waal Had lor an application or call Toby 
at 372-0430 for mors mlormaoon. 
PrnMACtTyBEAOiFL 
B00K DIRECT & SAVE! 
MARK4J 
.^-r.*y from $22 a nigm 
TmittlUutl 
WN"#«  1      ■ from $25 
nmmmiudi! WSM "Wr 
lUitmtiM'Mtthtn.ftiotmaimn 
MM •n i party ntttduc MR mow 
fMdsk. RM ttg party on arrtsAOasrpaT- 
anrtr«H.Hel)manimrm,ttxma 
ttramartaam.maittmtmOimaBUtt 
uMUHIX ten hot *nosroon«i, taw DJs. » 
1-800-874-7101 
Prkai pa taw teem or an at 
SPRING BREAK 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA 
$129 PER PERSON PER WEEK 
2 OUTDOOR fOOtS   •   1 INDOOR HEATED POOl 
■A  nCAOKlDE HOI RIB  RESTAURANT  - 
SUITES UP l() 10 PEOPIE   kITCHEl 
AX 11 PARTIES      EN1 ERTAINMENT 
i  • SAIIHOAIS • IETSKIS     i 
tNTSs.AHKA 
SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT 
1-800-488-8828 
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM 
HOMH OF Hit WORLD S LONGLSF KtG PAI^IV 
650 FFFT OF GULF RFACH FRONTAGE 
1/403 FRONT BEACH RD  PANAMA ClTV RFACH  Fl  32411 
ASSfMBlFRS Excexent income 
to assemble products at home. 
Into 1-504 646-1700 DE PT OH 8255 
CAJaP WAYNE (staler hall ol brother/sister 
camp. Nathwasiam Pennsylvania. 6/23 - 
r 6/20/87). Have the most rriemorable summer 
ol your llel Oractors needed lor Drama. Fine 
Am. Sports. Campmg/Nature Counsetont tor: 
Tennis. Sports. Gotl. SeW-Oelenea, Gymnaa 
tics. Dance, Cheeneading. Hopes. Guilar. Ba- 
tik, Sculpture. DrawingyPainbng, SHuKiaen. 
Ceramics. Swimming (WSI Preterred). Sailing, 
w a t a r i k 11 n g Other Hall: 
Drrver/Wdeo/Phoiogmphy. Heed Chel and 
Assistant Chef. Kitchen poabons. Oflica per 
sonnel. On Campus toexviewi February 18th. 
Ca« 1-600-278-30l8to«irormallon. 
COONSELOflS - USTHLCTORS neededl 
100 poeittonal Coed summer camp. Pocono 
MU . PA. Good salary/ttpel (806) 888-3338 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
I ravel the work) 
(Hawaii. Mexico. Caribbean) 
A earn an excellent income in 9\* 
Cruse A Land-Tour Industry. 
For dataill. call 1 -208-871 -3550 eld 085448 
Deyeare teachers needed cal 8784100 b/w 
hours of flam A 3pm. 
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT 
1 ravel Eastern Europe 
by leaching basic conversational English in 
Prague. Budapest, or Krakow. Inexpensive 
Room A Board t other potential benefits. Fmd 
out how to succeed In this field Call: (208) 
971-3680 axt K55441. 
Entry Level Unix Syalems/1P Network 
AdmmiiiraBon Opening. Lxna. OH area. 
Al graduales/majora encouraged lo apply 
E-mail: resume@network1 net 
Fax: 419-736-8043 Snail Marl: FNG, 
PO Box 1662. Wapakoneta. OH 45885 
Evening Part-time telephone help, Our offtce, 
6 00-9 30 M - Thurs Call 353-6093 
FIELD SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 
DAP Inc. hae an imrnediale opportunity tor an 
enty level Field Service Repreeentaave In rhe 
Toledo area Tha * your opportunity to as- 
sume a position of significant responsrbaty and 
grow with a leading manufacturer in tm home 
improvement products industry. 
Qualified applicant will have an undergraduate 
degree m sales, marketing, or related field. 
Requires having basic knowledge ol rebel 
merchandising principles Must possess 
strong interpersonal skill!: communication! 
skill, communication skill!, both wntten and 
verbal. 
We oner an attractive lalarybenefiti pack- 
age Please reply in confidence with resume 
and cover letter to Tim Freel 
c/oDAPInc 
PO Box 277 
Dayton. OH 45401 
Fax: 513*67-3640 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
FREE T SHIRT A11000 
Credit Card kindraiaers lor fraternities, soroh- 
Bee 6 groups Any campus organization can 
raise up to flOOOby earning a whopping 
8500/VISA application Call 1-800-832-0528 
axt. 65. Qualified callers receive 
FREET-SHRT 
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT 
National Parka hrre forestry workers, park 
rangers, frrefighteri. lifeguard! A volunteer and 
government positions Excellent benefits 6 
bonus potential Cal: 1-206-871-3820 axt 
N55446  
Now hiring operators tor Campus Fact Line. 
Open to freshman and sophomore! 
Only 100 applications available bag. & 6am 
FRIDAY. Office ol Studant Employment. 
Jobs begin next fall, training mu spnng. 
For more information call 
the Office of Public Relations. 372 2616 
Office cleaning in Parry tburg. 
15 k> 18 hrs per week Own transportation 
required Call 352 5622 or 472 2963 
Perryaburg Pizza Hut now hiring driver!. 
68-10/hr. potential Flex, noun Health ins. a- 
vail Apply in person 1131 Louisiana Ave. 
SUMMER COUNSELORS 
OREAT STAFF-GREAT FACILIT1CS-GREAT 
EXPERIENCE.   N.Y.S.   CO-ED   RESOENT 
CAMP. CATSKILL MOUNTAINS-?  HOURS 
NYC    ANC    ALBANY      ATHLETICS- 
BASEBALL-BA3KETBALL- 
TENNIS-ROLLER    HOCKEY-SWIMMINQ- 
WATERSKIING- 
WOODWORKINQ- 




Hartadale. NY 10630 
(914)693-3037 
FAX (814) 683-7878 
1-800- M -CAMP2 
Mlndyo 
SPRING BREAK 
S. PADRE IS. 










l boelneea! ColorWorks il cur- 
renOy recruiting on campus tor a kmltod num- 
ber ol summer 87 management poiiooni 
Gaai hands on experience in managing a bust 
neas in your hometown. OpportuniDe! availa- 
ble in Toledo, Sylvanla. Meumee. and other 
areas. Summer earning! $789,000. To speak 
to a campus representative call 
1-600-477-1001. 
Telephone interviewing part-time, flexible 
scheduling, relaxed atmosphere in Perrysburg 
MoaBy evenings A weekend! cell 874 5642 
Working Band seeks experienced bass player. 
covers focused, original potential Serious In* 
pukes only. Cell Brant al 354-0317. 
FOR SALE 
«1 Awesome Florida Spring Break! Panama 
Cityl Room Witi Kitchen Near Bare f 1191 Day 
tone Best Location 81301 Florida's New Hole 
pot-Cocoa Beach H«ton 81691 spnngbreak 
travel.com 1-600678-6386. 
#1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spnng Break 
Speoalll 7 NlghB A> 6 Hotel From 8429I Save 
$150 On Food. Dnnks A Free Pametl 111% 
Lowest Price Guaranteel springbreak- 
bavel.com 1-800-678-6386 
ft Awesome Spnng Break Bahama! Party 
Cnaael 6 Days $2781 Induces All Meals. Par- 
Baa A Taxetl Great Beaches 6 reghflrfef 
Leaves from Ft Lauderdalel sprlngbreak- 
travel.com 1-800 6766386 
18" GE TV. 835. 45" projection TV. Hai pio- 
Bjre,  needs  some  work.  $200.  Kenwood 
receiver. 645 Call 352 4999  
B8VWJETTAAUTO, STEREO. EXCELLENT 
CONO.. 78.000 PLUS $4800 06O CALL 
3722156 
Cable Descrambler Kit 
$14 95-See ALL the channels 
1 -(600)752-1389 
Car Stereo for Sale 
Kenwood (CD), faceless 
only 5 months old. just Haj new 
Call A come listen - Jefl 354 8258 
$185 
CHEVY CORSICA 90 power steer. ArC. 
stereo, auto. 4 dr., excellent cond $2600 call 
352-5595. 
COMPUTER FOR SALE 
Macintosh LC - II complete with 
keyboard, mouae, pnnter, $600 
Call 352-8317 
Powerflook 160 12/120/14.4. $610 
Other models available 
Call Paul al 353-7285. 
SNOWBOARD 84 Burton Mr 6.1 matching 
Burton Air bindings A Burton Travel Bag. well 
maintained. $350 OBO. 372-3641. 
FOR RENT 
•Ranting Fief 
Apts. A Houses 
87-88 School Year 
Apts 311/316 E. Merry 
1-2 Bedrooms 
1 to 4 indent! 
House at 211E. Reed 
3 bedroom 1 1/2 bath 
for 5 to 6 student! 
Also many more 
L II ting available 24 hour! 
316 E Merry S3 
ex call 353-0325 
3 housemate! needed, own room, May to May 
lease. $155/1110. Close to campus Cal Chris 
or Elen 384-1913. 
704 5th St. " 2 bdrm tumefied " leasing tor 
fall 87 (8 or 12 mo I tor lummer only $600 " 
352-3445 between 9am A 9pm.  
AVAILABLE NOW OR MAY. Clean A nice up- 
per apl. 3 large rooma. amaish kit., huge bath. 
Al new healer (gas), plumbing, elec. Off-street 
parking Quiet meet GREAT landlord $425 A 
mil. Cal 354-1633.  
0 6 0 RENTALS - Al ol our units are within 2 
blocks of campus. Now renlng tor fall, attrac- 
tive wen maintained units 
808 E WOOOTER/Spaaoul duplex located 
directly across from campus Upper unit-2 
bdmvmax occup 4. Reserved parking 
234 S COLLEOE/2 bdrm house -max occup 4 
Reserved parking. 
860 SCOTT HAMILTON xcepoonally race 2 
bdrm units-man occup 4 per unit. Laundry feed- 
iDes/all uma a* cond. Reserved perking. 
Call D 6 G Rentals at (419) 287 3233 and ask 
tor Eva or Elks. 
OPEN 
■«1 
Apt. tor ram. Free cable, new carpet 
Call 354-7079. 
Aval lor Rent Augl.W 
Close to Univ. Year lease req'd 
•3 bdrm home oxc. cond. $650 
718 3rd Street 
3 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise JS50 
-1 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise $300 
cal 666-4651 Appointments only 
For Rent: Unfum. 3 bdrm apt. with attached 2 
car garage. No pets, avail starting m May Call 
3544146 between 4 A 8pm weekday!, and 
after noon on weekends  
Free Feb. rent. Female subieaaer needed im- 
mediately. 2 blocks from campus. $i55/mo 
plus uM. 384-8271  
House for Rant. 730 Earn 
Clean 2 BR house near 8ti St. Rent 400/mo 
ccsecksd   quarterly    Tenant!   pay   all   uek- 
Des.sec dep .parental    guarantee    req     Cal 
354-2654 to view Available immediately. 
HOUSE FOR RENT/ROOM A BOARD 2 
STORY 4 BEDROOM HOME. 8 MLES FROM 
BGSU LOCATED IN WATERVILLE BU8.T-M 
SWIMMING POOL, JACUZZI. EXERCISE 
ROOM. 2 FULL BATHROOMS. PLENTY OF 
STORAGE SPACE. $300 PER MONTH, 
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL. FREE MOVE 
IN. AND FREE OUT (418) 676-3777. 
i tor Rent: The tonowmg houses ere tor 
rent tor 67-88 school year. All 12 mo. leases. 
tenants pay al util.. sac. dep.. parental guar- 
anaereq.no pea 
1.116 Ridge Rear -1 BR apartment. 2 blocks 
from campus. Avail. S/16/97  Rent $27S/mo. 
collected quarterly   Phone 353-4071 ask ten- 
ana to view 
2 233 W. Merry -4 BR large house, must have 
4 unrelated  tenants   Aval.  6/18/87.  Rent 
$760.mo collected quarterly Slop by and ask 
tenants to view. 
3. 734 Elm -Large 3 BR. 2 bath house. Aval 
8116/97. Rent $780/mo. collected Quarterly 
Phone 354-6114 ask tenants to view. 
For more Information or to sign a lease, 
contact   Arbor   Enterprieee   at   384-2854. 
Locelry owned and rtvanagad. 
Houses/1 A 2 bdrm turn. apis, year, 8 mo., A 
lummer lease! 352-74S4 
Need 2 sublessors large 2 bdrm apl., avail in 
May, tots of storage, dose to campus. 
$4BO/mo Call 354-4303. 
Now accepting Rental Apilicanons tor Fall And 
Summer leases Call 3548800 
Now Renting Rooms 
Spring Semester 
Call 353 0325 
One A Two bdrm apts. available. University 
Courts A University Village located at Ctough 
and Mercer Call 352-0164.  
Sublease our Apt. in Mayl Spacious 2 or. ac. 
Univ. Villages. Free Water. Gas, Sewer. Call 
Now. 354-3227. 
Subleassrs Needed NOW 11 
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom, $450/month Avail, til Au- 
gust Cal 353-2168.  
Two bdrm apt. avail, immediately or will con- 




Arthur Miller's Timeles* 
Talc of Truth on Trial 
Cffl&SLM 
ra   Nightly 7:00 
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:30 
MEL GIBSON 
noa rtw*«D *» 
IB •=■« 
Fri9J0&12 




II Payt To Diacoverl Us© Your 
Discover Card And Save Up To S25 




6 Days-All MoaB-Froo PartjetT 
•Includes Taxes 
Cancun $399 
7 Nights-Air.Hotol-Savo $150 
on Food 6 Drinks 
Jamaica       $419 
7 Nights-Air.Hotol-Savo $150 
on Food A Drinks 
Florida 
7 Niflhts-Panama City, Da; 
& Cocoa Beach 
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year! 
1-800-678-6386 
raBQMIffi 
Staying Home for 
Spring Break? 
Take part In the Undergraduate Alumni 
Association's Extern Experience to 
make Alumni contacts and gain practical 
experience In your major field. Students 
will be matched with Alumni and 
complete a 20-30 hour extemshlp In 
areas in Ohio and across the country. 
An informational meeting about the 
Extern Experience will be held February 
25 at 9:15 p.m. In room 101 BA. Any 
Questions? Call 372-2701. 
MTfmm 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
' Tin     !■   aWasTlaial.   UtlllllM    ^ 
1-800-SWNCHAS11 
- TOLL rue nemnuTrsi a la— amum 
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"All the anger and the eloquence are bleeding into fear" 
"Daylight Fading"- Counting Crows 
Under the table and acoustic 
By: Brett Mercuri 
The Back Pages 
AKRON: The road trip began as I 
left for my hometown at 9:30am Tues- 
day morning. During my two hour 
drive I could not control my excitement, 
1 was actually going to see Dave 
Matthews perform an acoustic 
show(acoustic being my favorite type 
of music, and Dave being a master of 
the guitar). Anxious to see the show, 
my brother and I took off from our 
North Royalton home and headed for 
Akron at about 6:00pm. However, 
when we parked 1 must have stepped 
out the wrong door of the car. We ar- 
rived at about 6:45pm and promptly 
headed for the will call window where 
I was supposed to have two tickets and 
a photo pass waiting for me. They 
handed me an envelope containing no 
tickets and a photo pass, which would 
allow me to take pictures of the first 
three songs and then leave the theatre. 
Needless to say I was quite upset. Some 
conversations and several people later 
I recieved a single ticket, fortunately 
they sold us another ticket in the same 
row to the sold out performance(odd 
concept). Dave Matthews and Tim 
Reynolds hit the stage at 8:00pm. and I 
was ready to start the photo shoot. As I 
looked through the lens I noticed that 
no light was registering, and since the 
flash was outlawed I couldn't take any 
photos. The lights stayed dim through- 
out my three song limit; disappointed 
without a picture I headed towards my 
Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds played acoustic 
night in Akron 
Tuesday 
seat. As soon as I sat down I noticed 
that they flipped on brighter lights, ac- 
tually exactly what I needed for 
photos(l was not happy). As I said. I 
think I stepped out the wrong door of 
the car. To add to my anxiety, the ma- 
jority of the crowd had never seen a real 
acoustic performance before. They 
yelled throughout the first few songs 
until Dave informed the crowd that the 
show would be much better if they just 
listened. Some did. some didn't. Of 
course, we also had the smokers in front 
of us(both kind), thankfully they were 
caught early on. People need to think 
of others a little more often. Now that 
I have vented, it is time to start the 
night's turnaround,the music. 
They started out with "Lie In Our 
Graves." an up-tempo tune from Dave's 
latest release. "Crash." It was a great 
way to start the show, but the crowd was 
rowdy and Dave wasn't in a groove yet. 
About the fifth song the show took off. 
Dave went into a zone playing a new 
song titled "Crazy." The song is a quiet- 
like number which left me in awe and 
excited about the next Matthew's re- 
lease. He is still progressing with his 
songwriting(as if it wasn't good enough 
already). Throughout the night they 
proceeded to play songs from all of 
Dave's albums including. "Say 
Goodbye," "Crash Into Me," "Ants 
Marching," and "Christmas Song." All 
wonderful, but now its time to tell you 
about the show highlights) which could 
fill this whole paper). 
Let's dive into the fun pool. Dave, and 
Tim played a most memorable ve. ,ion 
of 'Too Much." They took its cha- 
otic power and slowed it down into a 
sweet groove. The song instantly 
filled with a soothing melody and be- 
came a beautiful work of art. Near 
the end of the song Dave managed to 
mix in a short rendition of the David 
Bowie classic. "Fame." He used the 
same trick with another song(can't re- 
call the name) except he turned it into 
the smash hit. "On Broadway." The 
most humorous moment of the night 
came when they played a song that 
99.9% of the people did not 
recognize(myself included). He un- 
veiled the mystery, he stated that he 
had just played a cover of a Marilyn 
Manson song. yes...a cover of a 
Marilyn Manson song. He proceeded 
to speak about Mr./Ms.( I' m still con- 
fused) Manson saying, "[wouldn't 
want to wake up to that in the middle 
of the night..."(I can't quote the rest, 
but it was quite humorous.) The show 
was great throughout, but now its 
time for the song of the night award. 
The collective crowd opinion for 
song of the night went to "Ants 
Marching." Seats were of no matter 
as everyone stood up and danced. 
People roamed uncontrollably 
throughout the theatre having a good 
ole time. It was a very unique, and 
interesting thing to see at an acoustic 
show. My song of the night went to 
an amazing rendition of his song "I'll 
Back You Up." Dave was completely 
submerged in the ballad.cosequently 
sending the crowd into a complete 
silence. There are still no words to 
com. on pg. 12 
CD Players rock the Commons 
By Brandon Wray 
The Back Pages 
With skits ranging from a humourous 
look at dealing with a drunken resident 
advisor who likes to use all the free 
condoms he gets to the monolgue of a 
freshman who was just killed by a 
drunk driver, the CD Players present a 
show that will make you laugh, cry, 
and definitely think. 
The CD Players are a theatre troup of 
campus resident advisors, hall directors, 
and totally independent people that per- 
form skits and songs that focus on so- 
cial issues facing college students to- 
day. 
While trying to educate their audience 
the CD Players really do entertain them 
as well. At first thought the idea of a 
theatre group of mostly student affairs 
professionals whose CD initials stand 
for cultural diversity may sound overly 
politically correct and institututional 
but that is not what the case here. 
The CD Players a very interest- 
ing group presents a very enjoyable and 
intelligent show that is so creative and 
progressive that you may be surprised 
that Bowling Green can produce 
sometrhing like this. 
The CD Players write all the skits 
themselves and use their own names on 
stage. 
At their performance last Tuesday 
night at the Commons the opening scene 
was a girl shoing up for her first day of 
work at an AIDS hotline. 
The girl listens to the other operators 
saying things like never shake hands 
with a person you don't know where 
they've been. 
Mike Hammer and Eve Jenkins play 
two of the rumour spreading operators. 
Hammer tells a caller "You used a 
doorknob what are you thinking, you 
don't know where those sweaty palms 
have been that touched it." 
Eve stands up and screams at her 
caller for eating in a restaurant. 
This skit is typical of the CD Players 
show. It uses humour and creativity to 
satirize and illustrate a serious problem, 
all the misconceptions people have 
about AIDS and how it can be con- 
tracted. 
One of the show:s highlights is the 
four part sketch about racism that shows 
how a black male is forced to deal with 
racism at a variety of school settings. 
Derrick Jones plays a young grade 
schooler in the first part whose dream 
is to be President someday. His teacher 
tells him that there has never been a 
black President so he should pick a 
dream that is more realistic. Later as 
Derrick's character moves on to college 
he is constantly asked if he plays foot- 
ball or basketball. Fellow students ask 
him how it feels to be on a full ride. 
Each time Derrick responds that he 
doesn't play any sports. 
"No, I just go here." he says. 
Wayne Krausc and April Vaughn do 
a powerful skit on date rape. 
They start out sining back to back and 
speaking at the same time about how 
their date started. As the scene goes on 
the two voices separate as the stories 
begin to change. 
As the guy talks about how much she 
liked him and invited him back to her 
room the female talks about not knowing 
how to end the date. She didn't want to 
invite him in becuase soon after she asked 
she realized the only place to sit in the 
room was on the bed. 
The guy said that he knew she wanted 
him because she asked him in know- 
ing that the only place to sit was on 
the bed. She tells the audience she 
duln :i want to go any further and that 
she told him she was uncomfortable 
and wanted him to leave. She told 
him. at least in her head she told him, 
she says to the audience. 
cont.onpg. 12 
O'Donnel 
and Bullock are 
In Love and War 
By Troy Reynolds 
The Back Pages 
Last weekend. I went to see one of 
my favorite actresses. Sandra Bullock, 
in her new movie. "In Love and War." 
Based on an episode during Ernest 
Hemingway's youth, the film begins 
with the disclaimer that "This is not a 
true story." The film focuses on a 
World War I romance between 
Hemingway (Chris O'Donnell) and 
Agnes von Kurowsky (Bullock), and 
is based on Kurowsky's diaries. 
Visually, the film is impressive, but 
Attenborough misses many chances at 
making full use of the setting. The 
beauty of the Italian countryside and 
the epic battle scenes are usually 
passed over as much of the film takes 
place inside a Red Cross hospital. The 
dull, drab colors of the hospital are 
only occasionally relieved, and this 
seems to bring a somber atmosphere 
to the movie. 
The plot does not really engage the 
audience: there are no surprises in the 
storyline. That is not really a criticism, 
because the story does entertain. With- 
out an intricate plot, however, the suc- 
cess of the film depends on the actors, 
who manage admirably. 
O'Donnell plays a very energetic 
Hemingway, which helps keep inter- 
est in the film during otherwise dull 
moments. He does a very believable 
job as a young, impetuous 
Hemingway, and. moreover, he is quite 
likable in the role. When his pride and 
energy gets him into trouble, the audi- 
ence feels for him. instead of blaming 
him. Another actor might have seemed 
far more pompous and arrogant, and 
ruined the picture. 
Bullock is wonderful in her role as 
Agnes, a young woman in love who 
doesn't know what she really wants. 
A Red Cross nurse in an Italian hospi- 
tal, she meets Hemingway after he is 
injured and a relationship slowly de- 
velops. Any real character develop- 
ment in the story takes place in Agnes, 
as she is the only one who grows and 
learns, in contrast to Hemingway, who 
never changes throughout the film. 
Not the traditional love story, this 
film depicts two people who truly care 
about one another nonetheless. An ex- 
cellent film for the upcoming holiday, 
if one does not take the outcome too 
seriously or attach too great a mean- 
ing to it. O'Donnell and Bullock are 
both wonderful, especially in a role 
that is new to her. and the supporting 
cast are more than adequate. I think a 
director of Attenborough's talent could 
have done more, but the movie is still 
enjoyable. 
While the plot is simple, the reper- 
cussions of the film are great. Had 
things turned out differently, literary 
history might not exist as we know it. 
Hemingway used this experience to 
write his novel "Farewell to Arms." 
Although Hemingway does not mature 
much in this film, the experience is the 
catalyst for the growing and develop- 
ing that were a major part of the sto- 
ried writing career of one of this 
century's great authors. 
The CD Players performed their"AIDS hotline* Tuesday night at the Commons 
~Z THE WINTER TIME BltJEg, 
™        Come relax and listen to the 
"Just Us Band" 
A live Jazz Band 
Performing in the 
Amani Room 
Sunday, February 9,1997 
730 p.m. 
FREE! 
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities 
For more information call 372-2343 
Valhalla 
The bar formerly known as Gamers 
893 S. Main    352-9780 
Disco Dance Contest 
Dimers 6-9 p.m. 
Well Drinks & Drafts $. 25 
Ladies Only from 6-10 p.m. 
Unglued 
Dimers 6-9 p.m. 
Well Drinks & Drafts $. 25 
Ladies Only from 6-10 p.m. 
Unglued 
Longoria 
Food now served until 1 a.m. 














Sunday, Fab. 9, 1997, 8 p.m. 
BCSU, Kobackar Hall 
Moor* Muilcal Arti Canter 
Tickets $ 15 « $24. To order ucktu. 
call 419/372-8171 or 800/589-2224. 
rrn.ntM by th« Coll.|. of Mu.lcil Art! 
) 
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Double showcases 
Hookah's live prowess 
Ekoostik Hookah plays at the Asylum in Toledo tonight 
By Nicole Stoner 
The Back Pages 
Since Ekoosiic Hookah's start in 
1991, they have become rather well- 
known and popular, playing a wide 
variety of music from blues to funk, folk 
or just good old rock-n-roll. During 
shows throughout Ohio and across the 
country from New York to Colorado, 
the Columbus based band has capti- 
vated their audiences with their high 
energy music and improvisational jams. 
Ekoostik Hookah's latest release, fol- 
lowing their 1991 tape entitled "Under 
Full Sail" and their debut CD 
"Dubbabuddah" released in 1994. is a 
double live CD set. Recorded at vari- 
ous dates and venues in Cleveland, Co- 
lumbus.and Athens, the CD set captures 
many elements of the Hookah sound 
that made them popular. It contains the 
wide variety of muscical styles that 
Ekoostik Hookah is known for. so there 
is something to fit almost anyone's 
tastes. 
Of the two CDs in the set. my favor- 
ite is the red. which is more lyrical. It 
contains songs like "Brighter Days." 
"Harmonic Convergence." and "Jour- 
ney" that are easy to sing along with. 
The blue CD. on the other hand, focuses 
more on the instrumental aspect of their 
music. This is evident in "Viper." an 
almost 18 minute long song in which 
the last IS minutes, is almost com- 
pletely instrumental. 
Although I prefer the red CD, you can 
choose for yourself. Both CDs in this 
double live set are very good well worth 
yourtime and money. And if you'd like 
to check out Ekoostik Hookah live be- 
fore you buy the set, you can catch them 
tonight at the Asylum in Toledo 
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] The Unique Boutique 
GRAND OPENING SALE! 
to-SO 96 OFF 
Most Items 
Thmt§hott February!! 
K|    VISIT OUR NEW STORE 
1445 E. Wooster 
(At the railroad tricks) 
Mon-Sat 11-9       Sunday 12 6 
352-3306 
Okay. So here's the deal 
Get on over to 
Packages Plus... 
Starting Feb. 7 and 
lasting through Tues. 
Feb. 11 when you buy 
one Valentine at 
regular price, 
the second one 
(of equal or lesser value) 
is 1/2 price! 
Packages plus... 
Cards and Gifts and more 
111 Railroad Street Boeing Green, OH (419) 352-1693 
Hours:   M-F: 10-6   Sat: 10-6   Sun: 10-5 
Xing this summer at WMMS New Rock Rumble in Cleveland 
Xing crisscrosses the state 
on a "Love Rollercoaster" 
By Tod McCloskey 
The Back Pages 
With most small time bands, just 
playing can be hard enough. Groups 
put so much time and energy into prac- 
ticing that other ideas, such as. record- 
ings and playing bigger joints fall by 
(he wayside. Yet Xing. a local Bowling 
Green band, has got everything to- 
gether. 
John Templeman (vocals and guitar). 
Bob Stevens (lead guitar), Mike 
Chomos (bass guitar), George Cowdrey 
(drums), and Will Janoch (keyboard) 
make up this up and coming band. 
These guys are all over northern 
Ohio. With dates this weekend in 
Youngstown. Xing traveTs from this 
area to Eastern Ohio. One of their big 
TOAST" 
Feb.28" 
to be held at Olscamp Hall 
Limited tickets- 







.RK $7 door 
goals is play in the flats of Cleveland. 
Xing has been playing together since 
September of 1995. yet they are a new 
at doing concerts. 
We've only been playing out since 
January of 96',"' Templeman says. 
Only the lead singer is still a student 
here at Bowling Green, which allows 
for the band to travel more. Yet they 
still continue to play in this area. 
Janoch. who works in graphic design, 
has made a web page for the band (hup:/ 
/www.ubl.com/artists/003444.html). It 
contains info about the band members 
and some sound samples, as well as 
other links. 
People like it. their are people on it 
(web page) from other countries like 
Japan, United Kingdom, and Switzer- 
land." Templeman says. 
Templeman is a student manager at 
the telefund center, as well as the band's 
guide to booking jobs. 
We were talking about hiring a book- 
ing agent." the singer says. 
This is serious talk for a band that has 
only been playing for little over a year. 
With a demo tape already recorded. 
Xing is setting their eyes on a bigger 
prize. 
We just experimented because we are 
working on a CD," Templeman says. 
Most other local bands haven't taken 
the steps that Xing has. With bigger 
dates over a larger area, anything can 
happen. These guys are hoping to catch 
the attention of a recording company. 
Staying in Xing and doing that for a 
living for awhile is an option," 
Templeman said when asked about 
what would happen if a recording offer 
would be presented ."If we had a chance 
and that we saw a light. I think we 
would go for it." 
Xing still loves the small venues, es- 
pecially when the crowd gets into it. 
I think we like crowds that really get 
into it because we're one of those bands 
that feeds off the crowd." Templeman 
says. 
Toni Swezey. an English major at 
BGSU has heard Xing before, "They're 
kind of fun to listen to because they 
encourage crowd participation." 
The band's sounds range from the 
Grateful Dead to Oasis. Anything is up 
in the air for these guys— musically. 
Basically if we're just practicing 
someone will just bring up a song they 
want to play, we'll usually do it,"lhe 
lead singer said. 
With SO to 60 cover songs, these guys 
can play nearly anything. For example, 
they just learned to play "Love 
Rollarcoaster" by the Red Hot Chilli 
Peppers (which just came out on the 
Beavis and Butthead soundtrack). 
One reason for these numerous tunes 
is the diversity of styles within the band. 
Stevens listens to Steve Vai. Janoch 
likes synthesizer sounds, Mike prima- 
rily listens to 80's. Templeman enjoys 
the tunes of Phish. and Cowdrey is all 
over the spectrum. 
If Xing had to put a name to the sound 
it would definitely be "popular alterna- 
tive" rock. 
But these guys like to change songs 
around sometimes. 
We like to combine songs and add 
stuff into them," Templeman says. 
With only seven solid originals, the 
band is in the process of weeding out 
covers. Yet they have not let that slowed 
them down in the quest for stardom. By 
taking it one step at a time. Xing has 
opened the eyes of music lovers all 
around. 
A catchy sound with strong instru- 
mental sounds and the repetoire of a 
juke box makes Xing a very entertain- 
ing and fun atmosphere. With their next 
Bowling Green date set at Valhalla's 
(formerly Gamer's) on March 7th. you 
better catch them while you can. 
:7:  . 
OFFICERS WANTED: 
ABILITY TO LEAD UNDER CONDITIONS 
OF STRESS 
DEMANDING MENTAL CHALLENGES 
EXTREME PHYSICAL TESTS 
FEW CAN QUALIFY 
INTERESTED? 
CALL 1-800 -MARINES 
Capt. Minor and Capt. Anderson will be handing out 
Information on Marino Corp* Officer Program* at the 
Math/Science Bldg today from 9:30 am to 3:30 pm. H you 
are interested please com* by or call 1-800-892-7318. 
Marines n.fatnrNrin.a«i 
k I », 
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Virtuoso Daniels 
stuns at Kobacker 
By Josh Cable 
The Back Pages 
Eddie Daniels was the featured per- 
former in (his year's third installment 
of the College of Musical Arts' Festi- 
val Series. As his biography explains. 
Daniels indeed is "the rarest of rare mu- 
sicians." The clarinet virtuoso displays 
the highest standard of musicianship on 
both classical and jazz music, respec- 
tively. Daniels excelled at both genres 
Saturday night before a near-capacity 
crowd at Kobacker Hall. Daniels put it 
best when he told the crowd in between 
songs, "we went from Schubert to We- 
ber to Bebop . . . three things you'll 
never probably see on the same stage." 
Daniels justified the critical acclaim 
he has received for his classical play- 
ing during the first half of the night's 
program. Joined by associate professor 
of voice Myra Merritt and pianist Vir- 
ginia Marks, Daniels was attuned to 
every nuance of dynamics and interpre- 
tation on the first piece, Franz 
Schubert's "Shepherd on the Rock." 
Daniels seemed comfortable on stage, 
accompanying Merrill's gorgeous op- 
eratic vocals with confidence 
Daniels joined the Bowling Green 
String Quartet for the next piece, Carl 
Maria von Weber's "Clarinet Quintet in 
B-flal Major." The clarinet virtuoso ne- 
gotiated the serpentine melodies with 
total clarity, while maintaining sensitiv- 
ity to the overall blend of the string 
quartet. Dynamics were executed to 
perfection. Again. Daniels seemed quite 
at home in this setting (only after a week 
in-residency here at the University), 
evident in the smiles on the musicians' 
faces after the end of the third move- 
ment. 
Clearly this was not a fly-by-night 
jazz musician who decided to play clas- 
sical music on a whim to show off his 
chops: this was total mastery of two 
completely different genres. Daniels' 
precise rhythmic and dynamic interpre- 
tations of the pieces may have been 
suprising to those who were just famil- 
iar with his jazz efforts, as I was. 
But the real magic of the evening hap- 
pened during his performance with the 
Faculty Jazz Sextet. In the conversion 
from classical to jazz settings. Daniels 
changed from formal wear to olive cor- 
duroys, a blazer and tennis shoes, sym- 
bolic of the change in atmosphere. 
The sextet seemed tentative until 
Daniels barked "Play louder" (or some- 
thing of that nature) to the rhythm sec- 
tion and the band cranked it up a notch 
on "East of the Sun," a GRP selection 
from a Grammy-nominated album. Be- 
cause of jazz's looser structure. Daniels' 
impact on the band was more notice- 
able than in the classical setting. Con- 
sequently. "East of the Sun" featured 
an animated double bass solo by Jeff 
Halsey, who demonstrated his propen- 
sity for weaving in and out of the har- 
monic structure of the song while still 
returning to the changes with gusto. 
Halsey's solo elicited an enthusiastic 
response from the mostly reserved 
crowd, as did a frightening exchange 
between Daniels and trumpeter Todd 
Davidson at the end of that song. When 
he wasn't playing. Daniels was in con- 
versation with the musicians or stand- 
ing graciously towards the back of the 
stage enjoying the music: it was fasci- 
nating to watch this dynamic interac- 
tion between the artists, a luxury not 
afforded by the classical setting. 
From then on the sextet tore it up. 
Daniels displayed his absolute fluidity 
on faster tunes like "It Don't Mean a 
Thing." Il was a real treat to listen to 
some of the rhythmic and harmonic 
vocabulary being translated from the 
classical genre to jazz. 
Daniels clearly brought out the best 
in the jazz musicians. Even piano God 
Russ Schmidt, noticeably drained from 
a teacher's convention in Toledo the 
week before, managed to pull an outra- 
geous solo from his bag of tricks on 
Thelonius Monk's "Mysterioso." a 
popular standby with the faculty sex- 
tet. Schmidt's solo began in the lower 
register of the grand piano with a nasty 
barroom blues feel, then graduated up 
into higher registers with undertones of 
ragtime and country, all of which were 
intertwined with Monk's off-color sense 
of harmony. From there the solo erupted 
into an explosion of sound, clearly en- 
tering the realm of true inspiration. 
Amazingly, Schmidt brought it back 
from the upper stratosphere of impro- 
visation to the quiet hush of the tune's 
melody, and Halsey's caveat that listen- 
ing to the tune was "kind of like going 
to church" took on meaning. 
The sextet brought down the house 
with a rousing rendition of Coltrane's 
"Giant Steps," an ambitious undertak- 
ing for any group because of its blaz- 
ing tempo and monstrous intervallic 
leaps in the head. Again Daniels burned 
at the faster tempos, demonstrating his 
absolute fluidity once again. After an- 
other monstrous solo by Schmidt, the 
rhythm section seemed to run out of 
gas. Schmidt, Schupp and the horn play- 
ers stepped to the back of the stage, al- 
lowing for an intriguing interaction be- 
tween Halsey and Daniels. Whether this 
was planned or not is up to speculation. 
Although the band was noticeably 
drained, it was nonetheless a real treat 
for jazz lovers to witness a true legend 
right in our backyard. 
There was a strange incongruity to 
Daniels' appearance here in Bowling 
Green. While inside the venue there was 
world class musicianship in our midst, 
outside some concert goers were forced 
to park in the commuter lots across the 
way from the CMA lots, braving ice 
patches and traffic on Merry Street to 
get to the show. While it was quite a 
treat to have an artist of Daniels' cali- 
ber in Bowling Green, the abysmal lo- 
gistics only magnified the horrible park- 
X^l Howard's ClubW \i^ 
~~^*m   ■    ■ Mon-Sat 12-12:30 am ■    ■   P^V^" 
^gV|  21 ON Main      Sun 5-2:30 am        352 - 9951   \^^ SF FRIDAY•SATURDAY 
Unkle Knuckelfunk 
Band Starts at 10:00pm 
Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball • 




32 oz. $1.75 
16oz.   $1.00 
AFTER 9 PM 
32 oz.   $2.25 
16 oz.   $1.25 
300 E. WOOSTER 
354-4280 
You Do THE MATH 
32 oz. (ACTUAL SIZE) 
What's on tap 
this weekend 
CtHiipilod h) I nn Re; 110M* 
The Back Pages' favorite comedy series. The National Lam 
poons' Vacation movies, returns soon with Chevy Chase and 
Randy Quaid trying their luck in "Vegas. Vacation" 
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ing problem here in town. While there 
was transcendent jazz on the stage, we 
had to deal with insufficient parking and 
sidewalks, as well as gaping holes on 
Merry Street that were pure hell on the 
car. It turns out there was a hockey game 
happening at the same time, but plan- 
ning, nonetheless, was the problem 
here. *B  
Rock Rapelling Course 
Feb. 16 
9 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
Gilboa, Ohio 
$26 - Bursarable 
Includes transportation, indoor and 
outdoor rapelling instruction and rock 
climbing. Sign-up in the UAO office, 
330 Union. 
r 





Scallop • Cfams • Shrimp • Alaskan •PoBocd • 'Bafydjish 
& our special rtcipe Clam Chowder. Also includes complete soup 




Hours: 11:30   1:30 pm 
MealCardAccepted4:30- 7:00pm 
"Big Charge Accepted 11:30 ■ 1:30pm & 4:30 - 7:00pm 
Feb. 10th 






Come try the ULTIMATE CITRIS SODA! 
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Dave conl. from pg. 9 
describe ihe song. On Ihe same loken. 
there are no real words lo describe Tim 
Reynolds(well maybe-WuA.'). 
Mid-set Dave walked away and let 
Mr. Reynolds(self-taughi, guest 
guitarust on all three Dave albums) do 
his thing. With a few delay and effects 
pedals he took the crowd on a strange 
journey. Throughout his incredible 
solo's, he created a jungle of wild ani- 
mals, along with other various noises. 
He made me dizzy with sound as well 
as awe. The best way to describe Tim 
Reynolds in mainstream terms: the 
Steve Vai of acoustic guitar. Through- 
out the set Tim added to Dave's play- 
ing by littering the songs with crazy 
solos and wicked licks. Yes. he was as 
good if not better than Dave with the 
instrument(I'm still in shock). 
Their 2 hour and 45 minute 
set ended with a great song titled "Ware- 
house."   It gave a great feel to finish 
the night. All said and done the show 
was among the best I have ever been 
to. Unfortunately the acoustic tour 
started in January and ends in Febru- 
ary. If you get a chance don't think 
twice about going. 
I guess you could say that I 
walked out the wrong door of the car. 
stepped in a swamp, and ended up in a 
most beautiful palace.  
CD cont. from pg. 9. 
"How do you tell someone to stop 
when they're sitting on your bed and 
you invited them there," the girl asks 
the audience. 
In another skit Anne Papcke plays a 
AIDS counselor whose job is to tell 
people whether they are HIV positive 
or not. She is shown arriving at the of- 
fice terrified about telling a young col- 
lege student in the prime of their life 
that they arc positive and are going to 
die soon. 
In the office three people are waiting 
for their results. One is a promiscuous 
girl who occasionally shoots IV drugs. 
Another is a very outgoing man who 
tries to hit on the girls in the waiting 
room. The third is a girl who just got 
tested because her friend was going. 
Matt Boaz. in one of the show's fun- 
niest roles, plays the man who gives 
his calling cards out to the ladies in the 
waiting room and rejoices when he 
finds out he is negative because he can 
now do whatever he wants to. 
The girl who just went with her friend 
turns out to get the very negative posi- 
tive results. 
The most emotional skit is about a 
freshman who vowed on his mother's 
grave that he would never drink. It 
would be a disgrace to her honor be- 
cause she was killed by a drunk driver. 
When he came to college he told his 
father that he didn't want to come home 
until Thanksgiving because he wanted 
to experience life. 
The freshman, played by Derrick, 
then talks about how great this party 
was that he went even though all he 
drank was Sprite. 
After the party he and his friend are 
driving home and they are killed by a 
drunk driver the weekend before 
Thanksgiving. Derrick talks about how 
the driver was zigg-zagging down the 
street and how his freinds were laugh- 
ing at him while he drove 78 in a 25 
zone. 
The same friends are now talking 
about how they tried to stop him". Der- 
rick said. "It must make it easier on their 
consciences." 
Matt Boazfatchelder Hall Director, 
is the coordinator of the CD Players 
troupe. 
This was the second lime I have seen 
the CD Players and I have say it was 
one of the most rewarding experiences 
I have had in college. It is a show that 
everyone should see before graduation.. 
In this scene from "fhe Babysitters' Club"Indlana Jones, some 
old British guy, Dorothy HamH's brother, and a hairy scary dude 
named Slash escape from all the recent "Star Wars" hype by making 
the light speed jump. 
The Back Pages refuses to be part of this hype machine 
anylonger, although we are covering this for the third week in a row. 
Back on Earth the original film grossed over 35 million dollars 
last weekend to move back into second place on the all time box 
office list behind "E.T." 
FRIDAY 





Young and Ihe Restless |BoM t B. 
The City 3C  All My Children J 
Cosby Blossom X Days of Our Lives X 
As tin World Toms I 
One Lie to Live I 
Another World X 
Instructional Programming 
nslructional BIIINye Gourmet 
Guiding Light (in Stereo} Oprah Winfrey U 
General Hospital X 
Sunset Beach I 
Sit-Be Fit Bill Nye 
Quilling Sesame Street I 
Roste O'Donnell 3. 
Baywetch (In Stereo) B 
Crealuies Wishbone 
Magic Bus 
•VWS JL IrWWl A. News A 
Montel Williams .T 







Oaves       Raymond    JAG "Trsirty" (In Stereo]   Nash Bridges (In Slereo) 
Hard Copy Fam. Mat     Boy-World 
Heal TV I Unsolved Mysteries 1 
McLaughlin 
Sabrlna      ! Clueless I 
Dateline (In Slereo) I 
Wash. Wk   Wall SI. 
Wash. Wk. WallSL 
Newt X      Late Straw (In Stereo) x 
2M0 » News 3. 
Homicide: Life M'A'S'H X Tonight Show (In Slereo) 
W.E.B. Du Bois - A Biography In Four Voice* X Charlie Rose (In Stereo) iNewshour 
Anligues Roadshow JC Poldark 
NighllineX|Polillc«lly 
This Is America 
Dating Newlywed   Copland Gargoyle* Bat-ran Spider-Man Beetleborg 
Movie:* Wizard of Vars" (1964) John CarraGne. Flinlsionet Mask 
Rangers Ducks Simpsons Home Imp.  Mad-You Seinleid I Home Imp. Simpsons    King ol Hi Millennium X 
Dragon Live at Five News To Be Announced Bloomberg Court TV Crook ft Chase Jerry Springer 
atwjf'fljs3'^j^^^3lMS5£5M!EL3BE»10CinMS»3Z3^^ ...31  iT ML   i  IE   i  1 
CABLE   STATIONS   
Star Trek: Next Gener. 
Sports Paid Prog.   News (R| 
Movie: ..'i "Anoifier 48 HBS"(1990). Nick Nolle 
CCM Kids in Hall Ullman 
ESPN Tennis: Davis Cup 
HBO (II30) Movie: 
sc 
SCIFI 
Oaily Show | Dr. Km      |5o»p X      \ Whoso? 




Major Cad lLosl-Earth 
Saturday Night Live X   [Movie: »* Ptua van (1991. comeoy) BiiMaher 
PGA Golf: Bud* Invitational - Second Round. (Live) ST. PGA 
|"De*rerThem From M: Ma View" 
Skiing: Women's Tour 
Mysteries    Monsters 






Movie:««« The Tus«eoeeAirTrien"|199S) PG-13 
Board Wild More and Les Levine 
USALive     USALive 
Hockey 
Bionic Woman 
Wanted     (Top Cop* 
Inside PGA Up Clot* 
Dream On  [Movie: eefr Top Secret' (196*1) vai Kilmer 
Sportscenler I Up Close Special 
.J? B:IVI Tafa/raiXT (19B3)*jmandAssante 
|wTnt*t Sports Festival 
Movie:.. -SlealBti,S»wmym»',(199i)AnrJyGaicia 'PG-13I |Movie: «V,i 'T>cpZc«w"(1994)Wesley Snces 'R' 
Suparbouts 
rolicesqd  |Polico5qd 
Sportscenter X 
Bonng. Le».svs VXJ 
Six Million Dollar Man 
Wings X    [WlngaX 
Twil.Zon*   Dartslde 
Thor'bred   IIHL Hockey. Cleveland Lumberiacks al Michigan K-WngsJUve) 
jRenegao* "Knockout" X 
More and Les Levine 
She-Well ol London 
Highlander: The Series 
Movie: «*v. "Phantasm" (1979) Michael Balofwin. Frl. the 13th Series 
Movie: ..'.   niri»FuotlveS"(1989l NJCkWola.il 
She-Wolf of London 
LaFemmeNikita(R]I 
Strongman 
Dennis M. Comedy 
Basketball 
Phantasm' 
Movie: •«• "Say Anything..'(1989) 
SATURDAY 





College Baskeroal Marquetle al Cncinnan. (Uve) 
Pooh Weekend 
NBA Team Up 







College Basketball: Georgetown al Syracuse, pjre) |MMnfliWonnA^Ctiainpicnshes 
College Basketball: Vegng al North Carolina lUve) |Wide World of Sports I 
Mer.Media Track and Field: Miiirose 
Workshop 
Workshop 
Hometime   W'dwrighl 
Grilling 
Xena: Warrior Princess 
Gourmet 







NHL Hockey Pence Red Wiios al Pittsburgh Pengure. From me Civic Arena 
Fortune 
M'A'S'HX CashExp. 
Austin City Limit* 
Travel*      | Hermitage 
Herculee-Jrnys. 
Sports Wovie Movie 





Medicine Woman |E*rly Edition "The War |WeHer, Texas Ringer X 
Movie: ... 'The firm" (1994 Drama) Tom Cruise. (In Slereo) X 
Lawrence Welk Show 
Lawrence Welk Show 
Seinfeld IB | Home Imp 
Entertainers (h Stereo) 
Freeh Pr.   [Martin X 
New* X       Outer Limits (In Slereo) 
Dark Skies (In Slereo) X 
Antiques Roadshow I 
Creatures Great a Small 
Cop* I     |COCS(RTJ 
Preiender (in Slereo) X  IProtilerr (In Stereo) X 
Great Performances: Gospel Muse      Russell 
Movie: Spmfl<)er"(i993. Orarna) Herbie Barnes. 
America's Most Wanted 
Movie 
Movie: tt'fi "8loooS(»rf-(1988. Adventure) 





Red Green   Red Green 
Movie: ** •Ward to (C*" 
Saturday Night Live X 
Nature ■ 
Austin City Limits (Oil Ak) 
Had TV (In Slereo) X 
TalevCrypllTaies-Crypl 




CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Fawtty T.    [Fawfry Towers 
ESPN College Basketball Massachusetts al Rhode Island. PBA Bowling: Tucson Open. (Live) 
HBO 
SC 
Movie: .** Tins is Spna/ Tap" (1984, Saure)       |OnPeliveey|A-lJtllt    |PfSseaOn   DreamOn  |PaiiyShow |D*ifyShow |Movie:.. "History ol the iNonuPart r"(l99t) 
Movie:       IPrieettySins:Church    |Moina:«<n» "ByPawn's£aifyLipM"( 1990)X 
College Basfcettal: Connedicut al Noire Dame I College Basketball: DePaul al UAB 
Tennis' Daws Cup - United Stales al Brazil 
Tracey 
"Monty Python ma the Holy Graf (1975)     (Movie: This is Spml Tap"(19M) 
Senior PGA Golf: LG ChempiorisfMp    'Sportscenler 
Mov"ie:~..~\ "7.-* p!.-"sCjii.M~l.c.L'"ll993| PG-13 IMovie: •» "S2.« L»e Us (iSibl Dan Avk'cyd  rG   Movie:..   Blac*Sheep"|1996)X 
Thorghbrd ICoHege Basketball Or.io State at Indiana. (Lrve) 
Auto Racing: Daylcna Qualifying 
Thor'bred   iThor'bred   jCollegeBasketball:Wis.MirwaukeealCleve.St 
Auto Racing: 24 Hrs Qua'fyr.g [Sportscenler X Supertouts 
Tracey 
Scoreboard 
Movie: .e. "Copycar(l995) Srgoumey Weaver. K 
College Basketball Kem al Oho. 
■Pomf-No" 
Basketball 
Movi*:«W"i»J>P/l. Tliej«a»W&lC0unl»r''(l991)    [Movie:..  Crners2.' 7f.eMa'nCourse"(l9B8l        |Myslery Science Theater 3000 (R) SCI-FI Buzz [Trailer Park Movie: .. "Hew £«n"(i994) Siephen Baldwin. X   Myesery Science Theater 3000 Trader 
USA Dragon Movie .. -7r»A»rTWorrowerjang"(i997iI |Mowa:..'i-7hreeFuo«i>es"|i969)NONoiie X |Movle: ««'i "1(^11989) James Beiusr.. I 
Lost-Earth  |0uckman    IMovie: .'i "Jaws/«"(l993,Horror)OennisQua«).   |Movie:.«'i 'X?"|I99?. Adventure) MichaelB«hn. l-BllbrBa'' 
SUNDAY 
MM  1 I   ileir^'.il»BMkV»1»a^,iM»F^dkvai^^,iMP.«^>V»l^>f.:iMEl^>VBa*Tj>*.l»lweii<i-iBaes.>»-.i»i»^ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \ 
CD Auto Racing College Basketball Iowa at llloo-s. (Lrve) X College Baskelball Villartva at Kentucky. (Lrve) X jWkndMag   |Nanon News 3T CBS Maw* 60 Minutes (In Slereo) X Touched by an Angel X Movie: "OB Man"(1997) Jeanne Tnppiehcm X NewsX Medicine Woman 
IP Rocket      [Paid Prog. Movie: ..*'i "/4rthur"(198,)Oudley Moore Paid Prog. [College Basketball: Regional Coverage News 3 ABC News Videos      IVIdeos 1 Survived a Disaster ■ Movie: SeductioninaSrnairoim-(1997,Drama) NewsTT Siekel Two M 
<V Movie: ••'■> ■Pr»oalor'(l987. Science Feaon) NBA Inside Stuff PGA Golf Buk* Invrtalional - Final Round. (Live) Juiceman    ,News NBA Show NBA Baskelball Ail-Star Game. From Gund Arena in Cieveand Movie: sreVi The Sfl»dow"(1994) Alec Baldwin x Used Cars Editors Happy 
W Firing Line Contrary Living Edens (In b'eie:
1 Discovering Wcrr-en ff Market Adam Sm. McLaughlin [McLaughlin Nova "This Old Pyramtf' Lawrence Welk Show Russn. Odyssey Nature (R) (in Stereo) X Masterpiece Theatre "Prime Suspect" X Mystery! Morse Nature! 
*P Hometime Workshop Old House leaking Desserls      Gourmet Guilts Sew:nq Lawrence Welk Show Adam Sm.   | Journal Ancestors Creature* Living Edens (In Stereo) Nature (R) (In Ste-eo) X Masterpiece Theatre "Prime Suspect" X Mystery!: Morse OH Air) 
*P Movie: «.'i T*»elHrx«(:»4eviiririrj«s"(l993) Movie: e.'i "Youno Guns //"(I990) Emiio Estevez Movie: **. 'BeverlyHillsCop"(l984.Drams) Coach X Mad-You RSVP-Party 2 Simpsons  iKhgolHill X-Fikn "Memento Morf Star Trek Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyager I SUv Trek 
CP Paid Prog. |WallSt       |Hovse>                                                        |CourtTV    |CoaslGu. American Gladiators X  [Extremists [Emergency Star Trek: Voyager X Could It Be a Miracle Movie:*.'! "SUrfi9f«r>»-(1983)leeMajors. FOX Sports News Criminals Kwik Witz Junky 
a) Movie: •*.* "Dances W/th Worvr>s"(i990) A US. Cavalry officer's vision of Ihe American frontier. Movie: •»• -Paefl«»r(1985)Cli« Eastwood Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyager X Viper "Forgel Me Not'      |Roseenne   [Home Imp. News X    |SporU Xira Roseanne Transition Talk 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM MOTic-«V-fataMns:,rw"(i993)AmarxlAssanie   |Movie:«»'> 'Top Secrwr(l984) Vai Kilmer.          |PoliceSqd  |PoliceSqd  |Movie:*'.4 "FaUllnstncr(l993|Arma.ndAssnte. Tick X On Delivery Movie: **</, Top Seoetr(1984| Vai Kilmer.         |Dr. Katz     |The Critic Dally Show |0n Delivery Tick I 
ESPN Spcnsci.   ^Road-lndy Auto Racing ARCA Bonoo Mar-Hyde Supercar 2X. NASCAR    |Tenms: Davis Cup - Unrted Slates alBrazl           |S«niorPGAGorl:lGChampiorish«) Sportsctr. ESPV'S NHL Hockey New York Rangers al Florida Panthers. From Miami Arena. (Lrve) Sportscenler X Up Close 
HBO (11-00) Mov.e: Movie: »». 'The Tuskegee turner."(199SI PG-13 Movie:... P e-pj, Sue Go! to-red" ] Movie: •« "C/uo Paradise" (1986) X Movie: ** Tommy Boy"(199S) Chris Farley. I Movie:***• -'GooCFeias'lluSO,Drama)RobertDeKiro 'R'X IMovie:... "£xecufrveDecis«n"(i9%)'R'X 
SC Reds Wrap |Coll*ge Basketball- Boston College at SI John's.     Besketbea Women's College Basketball                                 | Horseworld IHL Hockey: Cleveland Lumberjacks al Detron Vipers. (Uve) ABL Baskelball Portland Power al Seattle Reign. Women's College Basketball 
SCiFI Web New Edge  |CNet         |Sightino* (In Stereo) X Movie: .Vi "Robot W;lrs"(1993)        |Movie: ..': Pin  "(1988. Suspense) David Hewlett. Sighlings (In Slereo) X Swamp         Swamp Rash (In Slereo) X Robocop: The Series Web II- New Edge 
USA Pacific Blue "Bangers" Movie..'; "Smo»eyaidtrw8a'rdif3"(1983) Movie:., torar. Ihe Destroyer 11984. Fantasy)! |Movie: ..'i "fia,-n5o»/"(!988) SyNesler Stallone Claude      | Weird Sci. Pacific Blue (In Slereo! Silk Stagings (In Stereo) La Femme Nikita X Silk Slalkings (In Stereo) Reel Wild 
• 110N. MAIN ST. • 
• BOWLING GREEN,OH • 
• 352-9222 • 
Full Sunday Liquor License ' 
State of 
Green 
Fri. 10 pm 
Jagermeister/ 
Mardi Gras Party 










19 & over EVERY NIGHT 
Movie of the Week 
The Associate 
For more info call 2-7164 
Sponsored by UAO 
Mite a Free 
}est Drive 
<33> <2ZI» <2E> CS> 
H you took the test today, how would you score? 
Come find out. 
Call today to reserve your seat! 
Bowling Grenn University 




•COURSE l»»i«S am raoWerpi i-adenark* ol l*r retpectve rwners 
Bring a friend and Win a prize 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
T 
$1.00 Fare 
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adul? 
Transit ID. Card Required' 
• Available at Granfs Administrators Office, 
354-6203 
T 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & 
Group Seating 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
BG Taxi information is available in large print and 
audio tape format upon request. 





will be riding 
This service is 
financed in pan 
from operating 
assistance grant 
from ODOT & FTA 
Cull I hour before 
»r*r»rw-ir»r«rTrTrir*-w-arir«r-«r-iririr-BT-^^ 
PISANELLO'S 
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
203 N. Main, BG 352-5166 













_ Not valid with any other otter Coupon not necessary 
■ Chicago Style Extra. Expires 2 28 97 
|Voj«dW[ocJ&jm/aBesii^^^^" 
I I I 
